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ABSTRACT
Congruence Among Secondary School Students'
Implicit Theories
of Instruction and Sets of Factors Underlying
Student
and Observer Ratings of Teacher Behaviors
(February 1981)

Wallace Hills Carter, III, B.S., University of
California at Los Angeles
M.Ed., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Directed by:

Ronald K. Hambleton

There is some evidence to suggest that college students
share
some perceptions about the co-occurrence of instructional
behaviors

and may use these shared perceptions, called implicit theories
of

instruction, when rating teacher behaviors.

This study was designed

to investigate if implicit theories were similarly shared by
secondary

school students and, if so, to determine the relative influence these
theories may have on student ratings of secondary school teachers.
To identify implicit theories, a student nonstimulus group

comprised of 307 secondary school students performed two tasks:

a

free-sort of 26 item statements describing various instructional

behaviors into groups according to item similarity, and an assignment
of nonstimulus frequency ratings of the "general" teacher on the

same 26 items.

The categorization data were submitted to latent

partition analysis (LPA) while the student nonstimulus ratings were
factor analyzed.

viii

A group of 70 teachers was randomly
selected from first- and

second-year teachers who were providing
instruction in major academic
courses given in the Dallas Independent School
District.

Student

ratings of these teachers were obtained at
the end of the school year.

During the school year, these teachers were
observed 10 times by five
trained observers (two observations per observer)
who provided ratings

data which were used to estimate actual patterns of
teaching behaviors.
Each set of student and observer ratings of the 70
teachers was sub-

mitted to factor analysis.

Congruence among the three sets of ratings

factors was determined using a procedure which yields indices
that

may be interpreted as correlations among all factor pairs.
The LPA results revealed latent categories that were rather

stable and interpretable.

The sorting of items, however, tended to

be based on key words or terms contained in the item statements.

The

student nonstimulus rating factors (SNR) were found to be quite

different from the latent categories.
Congruence between the SNR and student stimulus rating (SSR)
factors was moderate to high on only one of four possible major factor

pair comparisons.
factor pairs.

Bipolarization was evident for two of the major

A very similar result was obtained in the factor com-

parisons between the SSR and observer rating (GBR) factors.

However,

when the congruence indices were compared between the two sets of
approximations, slightly higher congruence was found between the SSR
and GBR factors.

Factor congruence between the SNR and GBR factors was not found

according to the application of conventional criteria.

At the same

Ix
time, bipolarization was not as
substantial as found In the SNR/SSR

and the SSR/OBR comparisons.

Conclusions based on the results obtained in
this study are
as follows:
1.

Secondary school students do seem to share some
implicit
theories of instruction.

2.

Students' implicit theories of instruction somewhat
approximate factors underlying student frequency ratings
of
secondary school teaching behaviors.

3.

Factors underlying student ratings only modestly approximate actual patterns of instructional behaviors being
rated.

4.

Students tend to be only slightly more influenced by actual
covariation of teaching behaviors than they are by implicit
theories they share about instruction when assigning ratings
for stimulus persons.

5.

Students' implicit theories of instruction may have low
validity in terms of their proximity to actual patterns
of teaching behavior covariation characteristic of the
population of secondary school teachers.

In light of the results of this study, it would seem prudent
to keep the burden of proof of the validity of secondary school

student ratings on those who advocate their use.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

1. 1

Background
Students have been a significant source of college
teacher

evaluative information since the 1920 's, and have
become more so in
the early 1970's (Doyle, 1975).

Probably more significant is the

recent and widespread use of student evaluations in making
personnel

decisions about teacher tenure, merit, and promotion at the
college
level.

This dramatic increase in the use of student ratings apparently

has had some effect at the secondary school level as well.

One

report showed that 111 of A68 responding school districts (23.7%)

conducted student

ratings

of teachers in at least one school

or department in 1973 (Sullivan-Kowalski, 1978).

It is important

to note that the vast majority of these districts used the student

ratings for teacher improvement purposes only.

The same report indi-

cated that only 2.1 percent of the school districts surveyed in 1977

used student ratings as part of the formal evaluation of senior high
school teachers.

The diagnostic value of secondary school student

ratings, then, to date has been more important than their possible

administrative value.
The use of student

about their validity.

has perpetrated much controversy

ratings

The most common criticism is that students

1

tend to be biased by factors irrelevant
to effective teaching
(Marsh, Overall, & Kesler,

1979; Sharon,

1970).

Related to this

criticism is the concern that students'
evaluations would depart
significantly from evaluations made by more
competent members of the

educational community (Costin, Greenough,

&

Menges, 1972).

At the

secondary school level, specifically, teachers tend
to feel that
students are not mature enough to determine what is
appropriate

Instruction and, therefore, should not be a source of
evaluative
information (Eastridge, 1976).
These criticisms and concerns can be reduced to the question of
the construct validity (Cronbach, 1971), or what Doyle
(1975) refers
to as the "subjective" validity, of student ratings data.

That is,

will students' subjective assessment of instructional behavior measure
that behavior accurately?

One approach taken by researchers to address

this question is to compare student ratings with the ratings of pro-

fessional colleagues (Doyle & Crichton, 1978) and with teacher selfratings (Braskamp, Caulley, & Costin,

Crichton, 1978).

comparisons.

1979; Centra, 1973; Doyle &

Considerable similarity has been found in these

Another approach, which is by far the one most widely

used in determining the construct validity of student ratings (Doyle,
1975), utilizes factor analysis in order to assess the theoretical

clarity of dimensions underlying student ratings.

The premise is,

if students are incompetent evaluators, or if they assume their

task too casually, then clearly defined dimensions would not be

expected to underlie their ratings.

Moreover, the dimensions or

factors would tend to be inconsistent
across different student

populations.
In the first instance, many studies
have had very clear dimen-

sions emerge from a factor analysis of
college student ratings data
(of.,

Isaacson, McKeachie, Milholland, Lin, Hofeller,
Baerwaldt, &

Zinn, 1964; Deshpande, Webb, & Marks,
1970; Centra, & Linn, 1976;

French-Lazovik, 1974; Frey, Leonard,

& Beatty,

1975; Shingles, 1977).

Clarity of factors has also been found at the precollege
level
(Veldman, & Peck, 1963. 1967, 1969; White, & Anderson,
1967).

In the second instance, a few studies have provided
some statis-

tical evidence of factor stability at the college level
(Isaacson
et al.,

Smith,

1964;

1978).

Finkbeiner, Lathrop, & Schuerger, 1973; Nevill, Ware,

&

Only one factorial comparison has been reported rela-

tively recently for precollege student data (White,

&

Anderson, 1967)

and the result was considerable dissimilarity between factor structures,

Certain dimensions have emerged regularly, notwithstanding the

variety of rating instruments used which reflect unique as well as
shared theoretical orientations of developers (Deshpande et al.,
1970).

Apparently, various sets of college student ratings data can

be reduced to factors in common, suggesting the construct validity of

these data (Doyle, 1975) and the credibility of students as raters.

The one comparison study by White and Anderson (1967), however, is not

sufficient to assess the commonality of factors underlying different
sets of secondary school data.

But since precollege student ratings

data can be reduced to clear underlying structures in independent

research studies, then the construct
validity of these data would
seem to have been at least
tentatively established.

Though factor clarity and stability
are necessary criteria of
construct validity they are not
sufficient criteria. Some results
in person perception research
suggest that clear and consistent

factor patterns that tend to emerge
in different factor analytic

studies may be due to rater bias
(Whitely,

&

Doyle, 1976, 1978).

Specifically, people have informal theories
of personality, and they

may use these theories erroneously
when rating others.

The phenomenon

is referred to as the operation of
implicit personality theory.

Regarding student ratings of instruction, the
phenomenon occurs when
students have implicit theories about the
covariation of instructional behaviors and then use these theories
to evaluate their teachers
What the phenomenon means in terms of the
propriety of using factor

analysis as a method for validating student ratings
of actual instruction is this:

The dimensions identified fairly consistently in

factor analytic research may simply reflect implicit theories
that

students have about instruction rather than reflect the actual
patterns
of instructional behavior (Whitely, & Doyle, 1976).

Whitely and Doyle (1976) found that students do share implicit
theories of instruction, but they argued that between-group factors
(i.e.,

factors summarizing correlations among class means) reflected

actual occurrence of behavior while only withln-group factors re-

flected use of implicit theories.

Later, Larson (1979) strongly

refuted their argument and showed, through a components model, how

class means are also likely to be
contaminated by the erroneous and

systematic use of students' implicit
theories of instruction.

Whitely and Doyle did mention that use
of implicit theories

may be a response set (Cronbach,
1946) or an indication of expectations
based on students' past experiences with
a diversity of instructors.

They purported that in the former case,
ratings would be affected by

systematic error, but in the latter case, the
ratings would not

necessarily represent methodical bias.

They argued that expectations

based on previous experience are valid to the extent
that they correspond to patterns of actual behavioral covariation
(1976).

The argument

begs the question of realism in implicit theories and
the question
of the likelihood that the theories are actually used
in the rating
task.

So far,

the problem of the influence of implicit theories on

student ratings is unresolved at the college level and has yet to be

Investigated at the secondary school level.

It would seem that until

the influence of implicit theories on student ratings can be at least

approximated, the construct validity of these ratings, as determined

through factor analytic methods, is insufficiently substantiated.

1.2

Significance of the Problem
Since secondary school student ratings are used mainly for

diagnostic purposes in order to provide teachers with information
for self- improvement, then the construct validity of these ratings
is particularly important.

Diagnostic measures of instruction must

be sensitive enough to discriminate between strengths and weaknesses

of a teacher so that prescriptive
strategies can be specified.
if students tend to

rate

But

their teachers more on the basis
of their

own implicit theories (i.e., their
own beliefs about the relationships
among teaching behaviors) than on
the actual occurrence of behavior,
then the

ratings

specifically would not be sensitive to
behavioral

patterns that deviate from what is expected
by students and generally

would be of limited value as a diagnostic
tool.

In light of the fact

that high school teachers tend to
change their instructional behavior
in the direction suggested in
student evaluations of them (Hyre, &

Rich, 1975; Shaw, 1973; Watson, 1974; Wilhelms,
1973), the construct validity
of precollege student ratings should be
investigated to determine if

decisions for behavior changes are likely to be
made on a spurious
basis.

There are additional reasons why the construct validity
of

secondary school student ratings of instruction is worthy of
attention
and investigation.

First, the misgivings about student attitudes

toward and competency in undertaking their evaluative role appear
to
be pervasive among teachers at the secondary school level (Eastridge,
1976)

.

Second, congruence between sets of factors across independent

studies has not been estimated at the precollege level.

Third, the

presence of shared implicit theories of instruction among precollege
students has not been determined as it has been for college students
(cf., Whitely, & Doyle,

1976).

Fourth, there are no data by which to

estimate the influence of students' implicit theories of secondary
school instruction on ratings.

Finally, it is quite likely that

precollege students have reached
a stage of cognitive
growth wherein
implicit theories are likely to
be well developed (Signell,
1966;
Rosenberg, . Sedlak, 1972).

This last point underscores
the possi-

bility of the presence of implicit
theories and of their use in
secondary school student ratings.
It would seem, therefore, that
an investigation into the pre-

sence of students' shared implicit
theories of instruction and into
the magnitude of their influence
on student ratings of secondary

school teachers constitutes a significant
step in estimating the

construct validity of these ratings.

1.3

Purposes of the Investigation
This study was designed to address five
major questions:

Do

secondary school students share implicit theories
of instruction?
Do these theories approximate factors
underlying student ratings of

secondary school teachers?

Do these factors approximate, in turn,

the dimensions underlying the actual behaviors
of the instructors

being rated?

Which set of approximations represents the closest fit?

Are students' shared implicit theories valid in terms of their

proximity to real world covariation of instructional behaviors?
Addressing the first two questions was a necessary preliminary
to the remainder of the investigation.

If implicit theories were not

identifiable and were not shared by students to any major extent, or
if they were, on both counts, but seemed to have no relationship with

actual student ratings, then their
strength as a source of student
rater bias would probably not
warrant further consideration.
The third question addresses
the issue of the construct
validity
of student ratings more directly.

Obviously, if student rating

factors faithfully represent actual
covariation of teacher behaviors
that are rated, then their construct
validity would be unchallengeable.

The difficulty lies in obtaining measures
which yield "actual

covariation."

In this study,

trained observers were used to provide

best available estimates of instructional
reality.
The fourth question set the focus for the
design of this study

and addresses the issue of the reliability of
student ratings.

Hypo-

thetically, if the student ratings dimensions are
more congruent

with the implicit theories than they are with the observer
ratings
dimensions, it would suggest that student ratings tend to
reflect
students' implicit theories more than they reflect actual
behavioral

covariation, as assessed by professional raters.

The influence of a

systematic bias among student raters would be suspected.
The final question relates to the realism issue in person per-

ception research.

The degree of accuracy of students' implicit

theories was investigated by determining their congruence with the

dimensions underlying the observers' ratings.

Presumably, con-

gruence would suggest that students' implicit theories are good
approximations to best estimates of instructional behavior covariation.

(The assumption here, of course, is that the sample of

behavioral covariations based on observers

'

ratings represents a

population of co-occurrences of teacher behaviors characteristic
of the real world.)

Obviously, the observers' ratings were
used as the criterion

variable in this study.
approach.

Larson (1979) takes exception to this

He points out that every observation and
rating scheme

is subject to implicit theory usage and,

therefore, unambiguous

criterion measures against which implicit theories
can be compared
are not available outside a laboratory setting.

There are three

reasons why the utility of observers' ratings as a
criterion measure

seemed justified in this study.
exist.

First, unambiguous measures do not

At best, criterion measures are tuned as finely as
possible

to the extent that they are only relatively good
approximations to

what is true.

Second, the entire issue beneath the question of

validity of student ratings at the secondary school level is a pragmatic one.

One or two brief, yearly observations of classroom process

is one major feature of teacher evaluation procedures in almost all

school districts (Sullivan-Kowalski, 1978).

conducted by the school principal only.

This practice is usually

Using a team of observers

who have been trained to rate classroom processes and who have been

cautioned about the kinds of errors that their ratings are easily
subjected to (Guilford, 1954), is an improved process that yields
data that should be more reliable and

traditional practices.

valid than data based on

Whether or not student ratings are valid

measures of instructional performance, then, was investigated using
protocols that represent significant improvements over, but not
esoteric departures from, evaluation methods now used in public
school systems.

Third,

there may be some evidence from person

10

perception research to suggest that trained
observers would be expected to provide data that are less
influenced by implicit theori
than are student ratings data.

following chapter.

This position is explained in the

.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1

Purpose and Organization
of the Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to review relevant
literature
on implicit personality theory (IPT) and its
theoretical influence

on student ratings of classroom instruction.
the review.

Three sections comprise

The first section summarizes the evidence supporting the

construct validity of student ratings and introduces the problem
inherent in this evidence regarding implicit theories.

The second

section, which is the core of this review, discusses the various

aspects of the subject of implicit personality theory

—

the origin

of the concept, the structural nature of IPT, the major issues in-

volved, and the circumstances in which IPTs may be expected to be

used in evaluative ratings.

The third and final section details a

model that applies the theoretical concepts of IPT to the rating task
and examines the criticisms, which are based on the model, of the use
of factor analysis of ratings data in investigations of implicit

theories

11

12

2.2

Construct Validity of
Student Ratings

Although the criterion-related validity
of student ratings has
been investigated in several studies (cf.,
Braskamp et al., 1979;
Centra. 1973; Doyle, & Crichton, 1978; Marsh,
Fleiner,

&

Thomas,

1975), it is their construct validity in terms of
their underlying

dimensional clarity and consistency that was, at
first, given the
most attention.
Factor analytic methods have predominated techniques
used by

researchers to determine the construct validity of student
ratings
of instruction at the college level (Centra,
1973; Deshpande et al.,

1970; French-Lazovik,

Shingles, 1977).

1974; Frey et al., 1975; Isaacson et al., 1964;

A few studies at the precollege level have also

used factor analysis to summarize student ratings data (Veldman, &
Peck, 1963, 1967, 1969; White, & Anderson, 1967).

Recent criticism has been expressed regarding the use of factor

analysis in studying the characteristics of student ratings.

problem centers on the validity of factor interpretation.

The

That is,

the propriety of factor analytically reducing student ratings data
to dimensions which are interpreted as patterns of instructional

behavior is questionable when these ratings may merely represent
students' preconceived notions about instruction rather than represent

actual teaching behavior (Larson, 1979).

One of the principal

reasons that student ratings are held suspect in this regard is,
ironically, the same reason they are considered to have construct

validity

—

factor stability.

,

13

Stability of Factors Underlvinp;
Student Ratings

Although there is variation in item
content from one college
student rating scale to another, certain
factors have consistently

emerged from different sets of data.

These include:

(a)

Organization

or Structure (cf., Deshpande et al.,
1970; Frey et al., 1975;

Isaacson, McKeachie, & Milholland, 1963;
Marsh et al.

Nevill et al., 1978);

1979;
et al.,

(b)

Teaching Skill (cf., Deshpande

1970; Isaacson et al., 1964);

(c)

Student Rapport and

Personal Attention (cf., Finkbeiner et al.,
1973; French-Lazovik,
1974; Frey et al., 1975; Isaacson et al., 1963; Marsh et
al., 1979);

and (d)

Expositional Clarity (cf., Deshpande et al., 1970; French-

Lazovik, 1974; Frey et al., 1975).

These factors, as well as a few

others such as Student Interest, Course Difficulty, and General
Course
Attitude, are in common with dimensions found in other studies at
the

college level (Linn, Centra,

&

Tucker, 1975; Doyle, 1975; Costin et al.,

1972).

Using secondary school student ratings, Veldman and Peck (1963,
1967, 1969) consistently obtained five very similar dimensions under-

lying ratings on the 38-item Pupil Observation Survey (POSR)

.

White

and Anderson (1967) also used the POSR in their investigation and

obtained 10 factors which were not simple splits of the five factors
obtained in the Veldman-Peck 1963 study.

One reason for the difference

could be that Veldman and Peck used average student ratings of 554

student teachers instructing in a variety of subject areas while

White and Anderson used the individual student as the unit of analysis

.
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(197 students) and their study involved
only six English teachers.

Clearly, the second study may have
had a problem with unstable

elements in its matrix of correlations.
Four important studies investigated
the factor stability of

student evaluation instruments at the
college level (Finkbeiner et
al.,

1973;

Isaacson et al., 1964; Nevill et al.,
1978; Whitely,

Doyle, 1979).

&

The first of these inquiries (Isaacson
et al., 1964)

found a high degree of congruence among four
sets of dimensions

underlying student ratings on a 46-item instrument
completed by four
different samples of students.

The Kaiser factor similarity coeffi-

cients obtained, which conceptually are analogous
to correlation

coefficients, were quite high, averaging above .90 for
each pair of
the first three corresponding factors.

The congruence of all nine

of the extracted, corresponding factors across the four
sets of data

was also substantial (1964)
The first reported statistical test of congruence between sets
of factors was performed by Finkbeiner et al.

(1973).

Again, there

was a very high level of congruence (average coefficient = .94)

between corresponding factors that summarized the 48-item ratings
data, and these results were statistically quite significant (p<.001)

(Finkbeiner et al., 1973).

Using a somewhat different statistic and two evaluation instruments, and comparing corresponding factors for faculty and teaching

assistants, Nevill et al. (1978) found moderate to moderately high
levels of congruence between the corresponding sets of factors.
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Differential levels of significance of
congruence were obtained
for the separate sets of data from
the two rating scales used
(p

average = .018 and .055).

The authors maintained that, "Students

appear to rate teaching assistants and
faculty members in a similar
fashion, both in terms of the ratings
themselves and the conceptual

framework within which these decisions are
made" (1978,
p.

36).

(This decision-making process is a central
issue in the

controversy over the influence of implicit theories
of instruction
on the dimensions underlying student ratings data.

The authors made

no reference, however, to this controversy.)

The most recent evidence of factor stability across data
from
samples of different teacher populations was presented by Whitely
and Doyle (1978)

.

When reduced data based on ratings of Math

professors and teaching assistants were compared, six of six corresponding factors met the strigent criterion for factor congruence
(cos e>.85).

Using this same criterion, the authors found congruence

between four of five corresponding factor pairs based on ratings data
for the Math professors and graduate students teaching French; the

coefficient for the fifth pair did meet the more lenient criterion for

congruence (cos 9>.75).
The results of these factor stability studies seem to suggest
that student ratings factors are generalizable dimensions of teaching
for different groups of students and teachers.

This pattern, however,

may be due to a consistent application of preconceptions students may
have about the interrelationships of teaching behaviors when they

,
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rate their instructors (Whitely

&

Doyle. 1976, 1978)

-

an erroneous

use of implicit theories of instruction.

Implicit Theories in Student Ratings
To determine whether or not there are contaminating
effects
that implicit theories of instruction have on
student ratings, Whitely

and Doyle (1976) had one group of students place
items, which

described 26 teaching behavior?

,

into categories each of which were

considered by the students to represent similar behaviors.

Data

based on the categorizations were then reduced to six dimensions
that

were easily interpretable

.

Subsequently, another and larger group

of students rated college instructors on the same 26 items used
in

the categorization task.

The within-class, between-class, and total-

class data were each factor analytically reduced to six dimensions.

The three sets of student rating dimensions were found to be highly
congruent with the categorization dimensions.
The authors reasoned that within-class factors reflect students'

use of their own implicit theories of instruction (trait usage)
since these factors represent diverse viewpoints from which students

perceive the competence of the same instructor.

The between-class

factors, on the other hand, tend to represent actual co-occurrence of

instructional behaviors (trait occurrence) more than they represent
the error component in students' implicit theories.

The following

argument was provided:

Computation of the means over the raters can be
expected to cancel out many of the raters'
individual biases and error. The means represent
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the true" score of the instructor
on the
behavior, and the between-class
factors
describe patterns of co-occurrence of
these
behaviors in a sample of instructors.
On
the other hand, the within-class
factors
theoretically represnt patterns of how the
students, as a group, use the various
behaviors
to describe teachers.
(1976, p. 243)

Larson (1979) takes exception to this logic.

He accedes to the

position that the mean will cancel out
"individual biases" if they
are random.

He contends, however, that if they are
systematic sources

of variation, which have non-zero expected
values, then such biases

and errors are not eliminated.

He asserts that the nature of implicit

theories are such that assumptions about behavioral
covariation are

likely shared by all raters in a given sample.

He concludes that these

shared assumptions, coincident with the "true" rating,
will be reflected
in the mean.

The between-class factors, therefore, are also contaminated

by students' implicit theories of instruction.

Larson developed a

model that represents the basis for his objectives (1979).

Before

the model can be explained and its limitations understood, however,

the concept of implicit theories, which is not an uncomplicated matter,

should be examined.

2.3

Implicit Personality Theory

Origin of the Concept of
Implicit Theories
Implicit theories, or its more formal designation, implicit

personality theories, refers to the lay person's cognitive organization
of assumed "inferential relationships among attributes of people"
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(Schneider. 1973).

The theories are called
"implicit" becaus.
se "a

person's trait categories and beliefs
are inferred from his descriptions and expectations about
individuals and groups rather than being
stated by him as a formal theory"
(Rosenberg & Sedlak, 1972). The
term was first introduced by Bruner
and Tagiuri (1954), but the
origins of the concept can be traced
to earlier investigations on

halo effect (Thorndike, 1920) and
logical error (Newcomb, 1931).

Thorndike (1920) found that ratings of
some personality traits
tended to be in the direction of the
general impression of the

individual being rated.
a high-inferenced,

Usually the general impression is based on

salient attribute or trait that shares similar

connotations with other traits or attributes.

The effect is an over-

estimation or underestimation of trait attribution
depending on the

direction and magnitude of the general impression.

A somewhat similar, yet distinct, type of ratings error
was
identified by Newcomb (1931).

He found that retrospective ratings

yielded higher intercorrelations among traits than were obtained
after
immediate observation.

He attributed the spuriously high intercor-

relations to "logical presuppositions in the minds of raters rather
than from actual behavior" (1931, p. 288).

The difference between

this "logical error" and the error due to the halo effect is a tenuous
one.

Based on the explications given by the respective authors, it

would appear that halo effect is due to connotative characteristics
of traits whereas logical error is due to denotative meanings inherent

in traits and trait names.

but connotes "security."

For example, "home" denotes "residence"

.
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Both types of error have been
regarded as systematic and are
included in what Guilford describes
as six sources of systematic

error variation in ratings of
behavior (1954).

Presumably, because

of their apparent relationship
to these two sources of error,
implicit

personality theories were first regarded
strictly as error interfering in the accurate appraisal of
individuals (Strieker, Jacobs,
Kogan, 1974).

&

Subsequent research on their nature and
dynamics made

clear, however, that such regard for
these "lay theories" was too

simplistic and premature a position to take.

Structural Nature of Implicit
Personality Theories
The seminal investigation of Asch (1946) on
impression forma-

tion shaped the paradigmatic thinking in research
on implicit per-

sonality theories (Hastorf et al., 1970; Schneider,
1973).

His

direct method was simply to present subjects with a list
of traits
of a stimulus person and to require the subjects
to make inferences

about other traits (response traits) the stimulus person
would likely
possess.

Asch varied the stimulus list for two groups of subjects

only by interchanging the terms "warm" and "cold."

The response

patterns of the two groups clearly showed the differential influence
that the stimulus presence of the terms "warm" and "cold" had on the

inferences made by the subjects.

Based on this and other results of

his study, Asch concluded that the stimulus traits formed an overall

impression and that certain central trait pairs, such as warm-cold,

were primarily responsible for the impression, or Gestalt (1946).

Another example of a central trait is race (Brigham, 1971)
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Wlshner (I960) confirmed the concept
of trait centrality by
using correlational data based on
53 of the trait names used by
Asch.

He showed, however, that centrality
depended upon the re-

sponse traits present rather than
upon the stimulus traits.

He

also demonstrated that response
traits can be predicted from stimulus
traits if the correlations among all
traits are known.

This pre-

dictive characteristic tended to disavow
the adequacy of Asch's

Gestalt model in interpreting these data,
but at the same time it
upheld the theory that trait attribution
derives from other, specific
salient traits that are central in making
judgments about personality
(Wishner, 1960).

Hastorf et al.

(1970) point out the significance of

Wishner's correlational results in terms of model
development of
implicit personality theory.
The most important feature of Wishner's analysis
is that he has provided us with a working model
of the implicit personality theory.
It is simply
a correlation matrix among traits, a matrix we
all carry around with us.
Each of us has an
idea of what traits are closely or not so closely
related to other traits.
(p. 41).
This model is compatible with the concept proposed by Cronbach
(1955) that implicit personality theories are comprised of means and

variances (levels of discrimination) of traits and covariances among
traits.

Both proposals on the structural nature of implicit person-

ality theories have jointly influenced subsequent research in this
area and they provide a basis on which depends the development of
Larson's model of rater bias (Larson, 1979) described in detail later.
The conceptual connection between the covariance/correlation models
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of implicit personality theory
and the use of factor analysis
in the

study of student ratings can
easily be seen, since factor
analysis
is a method to decompose the
variance-covariance or correlation matrices

the elements of which are
estimates of the relationships among
item

ratings which are. in turn,
descriptions of teacher behaviors and
traits.

Validity of Implicit Personality
Theories— The Realism Issue
A fundamental issue regards the question
of the reality-based

nature of implicit personality theories

-

a topic that has generated

much debate in the field of psychology (Cantor,
& Mischel, 1979).
Some interesting results from studies addressing
this issue have

been produced.

For example, there is evidence to suggest that

shared trait meanings rather than external events heavily
influence
the structure of implicit theories (cf.. Chapman,
& Chapman, 1967;

D'Andrade, 1974; Hastorf et al.

,

1970; Levy, & Dugan, 1960; Mulaik,

196A; Schneider, 1973; Schweder, 1975).

A few studies demonstrated

the comparability between dimensions underlying ratings of persons

who are known and factors summarizing ratings of persons who are
either less known or completely absent as stimulus persons
(D'Andrade, 1965; Norman, & Goldberg, 1966; Passini, & Norman, 1966).

Based on both sets of evidence, these researchers take the position
that subjects' ratings reflect implicit theories of traits more

than they reflect actual traits of stimulus persons, since even in
the absence of stimulus persons, raters can provide data that can be
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sunnnarized by dimensions which are
equivalent to those derived

from data based on observation.
Lay and Jackson (1969) attempted
to study the problem of

equivalent structure.

They had subjects assess probabilities
that

specific items would be answered as true
by a person, given that

other items were answered as true or false
by the same stimulus
person.

The primary factors derived from a
multidimensional scaling

analysis of the probability data closely matched
the empirical structure based on an analysis of actual self-rating
scores of the

stimulus persons.

The authors strongly argued that the semantic-

overlap hypothesis (Mulaik, 1964) is not a viable
alternative explanation of their results.

They point out that shared meaning of trait

names derives from perceived trait covariation and implication
and
that such meaning is inconceivable without a basis of trait
relation-

ships.

They conclude:
The present authors prefer to interpret the
high degree of similarity between the inferential and empirical structures as supporting
the hypothesis that inferential trait relationships are behaviorally based in observed
probabilities of joint occurrence of traits.
(Lay & Jackson, 1969, p. 20)

Schneider explains that this conclusion was not justified since the
stimulus persons, when filling out the questionnaire, may "have acted
as perceivers of their own behavior"

(1973, p. 302).

The self-rating

criterion, then, may have been biased by implicit theories that the

stimulus persons shared with subjects who made the probability
inferences about the trait relationships.

Irrespective of the

soundness of their conclusion, the other argument proposed by Lay
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and Jackson regarding the logical
link between foundations of actual

behavior and cognitive formulations
of behavioral covariation is more
recently supported by some (cf.,
Epstein, 1977; Strieker et al.,
1974) and refuted by others (cf., Schweder,
1975).

The term, foundation, seems to imply
stability.

Pertaining to

human behavior, it refers to consistency
within and across persons
and across situations and time.
in human behavior,

If there is a lack of any consistency

then there would be no basis for forming
implicit

theories that suggest such consistency.

The argument linking implicit

personality theories with foundations of actual
behavior would indeed,
under such conditions, be untenable.

But a growing body of evidence

is appearing which suggests that general behavior
patterns tend to be

consistent over time, across some situations in some people,
and in ways
they are shaped and controlled by certain contingencies in
the physical
and social environments (cf., Cantor, & Mischel, 1979).

This evidence

implies that implicit personality theories may not be totally contrived, since consistencies in human behavior seem to be available in
the real world for the perceiving eye to see and for the conceiving

mind to remember.

This point is particularly important regarding

students' implicit theories of secondary school instruction,

as it

appears that some consistency in instructional behaviors at the

secondary school level exists (Ryans, 1963) if they have not changed
too dramatically in the last 18 years.

Even though it may be the case that a foundation of behavioral

relationships is a reality, the question is still open as to the

correspondence that implicit theories have with that reality.

The

.
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most recent position, explained
by Mischel (1977)

,

is that person

perceptions and memory of human behavior
and traits are a function
of an interaction between the
observer's beliefs and the real,

partial structure of behavioral
covariation.

Mischel eloquently

describes how this interactionist view
is analogous to the one used
to describe the cognitive
processing of objects into classifications

of meaning:

Even as simple an act as recognizing the
letter
A" involves an active cognitive
construction
(not a mere reading of what is "really
there")
Then surely the far more complicated perception
of personal consistency in ourselves and
others
also requires an active imposition of order
a jump beyond the information given to
construct
the essential underlying gist of meaning from
the host of behavioral fragments we observe.
Consequently, it may not be possible to assign
the residence of dispositions exclusively either
to the actor or to the perceiver; we may have to
settle for a continuous interaction between observed and observer, for a reality that is
constructed and cognitively created but not
fictitious.
(1977, p. 334)

—
.

.

.

The interactionist view regarding the formation of implicit

personality theories is a compelling and seemingly obvious argument.
The logic, taken a step further, suggests that one groups' implicit
theories may reflect reality more or less than those of another group

simply because the groups have differential patterns of cognitive

strategies that can store greater or lesser amounts of information.
This is a reasonable conclusion since the manner by which behavioral

information is cognitively organized seems to depend on a few factors
such as category accessibility (Bruner, 1957), the perceived purpose
for which the information will be used (Jeffery,

&

Mischel, 1979),

.
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cognitive information-reduction
mechanisms (Cantor,
and cognitive development (cf.,
Rosenberg,
1966).

&

&

Mischel, 1977),

Sedlak, 1972; Signell,

The influence of such factors
implies that on the average

the implicit theories that experts
have on a particular population
of human behaviors

(e.g.,

instruction) are likely to approximate

reality more closely than are

the implicit theories that novices
and

unwitting parties have on that same
population of behaviors.

Conditions Under Which Implicit
Personality Theories Are Likely Used
Like any form of systematic bias (Guilford,
1954), implicit
theories are mainly a pragmatic problem when
they actually influence

observation activities and especially when they are
used in an evaluative task such as assigning ratings.

Some studies have investi-

gated the conditions under which implicit theories are
likely to be
used and the results suggest three strong factors.

Memory and time.

D'Andrade (1974) presented evidence from

several studies that showed that a set of correlations of behaviors
rated immediately after observations did not match the set of

correlations of the same behaviors rated much later.

The second set,

however, did correspond highly with a matrix of semantic similarity

whereas the first set did not.

Apparently, assuming that implicit

personality theories have some linguistic antecedents, the more the
raters have to rely on long term memory, the more predisposed they
are to use their implicit theories of associative behavior (1974)

Berman and Kenny (1976) also found that the influence of assumed
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correlation of traits on second ratings
after a lapse of time was
greater than that of actual correlations.
They attributed this

phenomenon to the weakening recall
of actual correlation between
traits (1976).

Amount of information.

Koltuv (1962) found that higher cor-

relations were obtained for ratings on
traits of unknown than for
known others.

This result may indicate that implicit
theories

operate most strongly when the observer or
rater faces an ambiguous

person (Hastorf et al., 1970).

If this is a valid indication,

then

students would not be expected to rely on their
implicit theories
to rate their teachers in this regard, since
they know their teachers

fairly well after interacting with them for
months prior to rating
them.

Trait imp ortance and centrality

.

Koltuv (1962) found higher

relationships among traits considered by subjects to be important
rather than unimportant.

Hastorf et al.

(1970) suggest that the close

relationship of important traits "may reflect greater articulation

within our implicit personality theories for traits we consider important" (1970,

p.

44).

This position implies that individuals have

greater discriminating power for traits that are important to them.
This is not an unexpected relationship between importance and discrim-

ination ability, since it would be anticipated, on one level, that
individuals will more likely attend to events and objects that are

important to them.

This greater attention, in turn, would tend to

increase the information that is cognitively processed and that is
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stored in memory.

Access to more information in
memory provides

for finer judgments that can
be made as to the location of
another

event or object along some
continuum

-

thus, greater discrimin-

ating power would be the natural
end product of attributed
importance.

In addition,

the phenomenon of the influence
of trait

Importance on ratings is not too unlike
the concept of trait

'

centrality and the influence that central
traits have on perceiver
inferences (cf., Wishner, 1960).
The results of one study on factors
affecting student ratings

have a direct bearing on the subject of
influences of trait importance
and centrality on student ratings of
instruction.

Goebel and Cashen

(1979) used six item ratings that were direct
representations of the

dimensions isolated by McKeachie (Isaacson et al.,
1964) and a seventh
overall rating.

They had students in grades

2,

5,

8,

11, and 13 sort

36 black-and-white photographs of individuals along the
dimensions of

three variables separately:

age,

sex, and attractiveness.

Another

group of students in the same grades viewed the photographs
on slides
and rated the individuals on the seven- statement rating instrument.

The results showed that attractiveness was the dominant and significant influence on the ratings while sex of the individual in the

photograph was a significant main effect for only students at the
secondary school level (i.e., at grades eight and eleven).
also had a significant influence on certain ratings.

Age

In terms of

Wishner's model (1960), age, sex, and especially attractiveness
acted as central traits at least for the particular set of response
items on the rating scale.
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Although the evidence is not
sufficient to categorize it as
an important condition
influencing the use of implicit
theories,
attention may have a surprising
influence on the rating task.
One
study (Bennan & Kenny,
1976), designed to investigate the
accuracy
in using implicit theories,
experimentally manipulated trait
covariation of stimulus persons and
obtained results that demonstrated the correlational bias of
implicit theories.

The findings

produced a dilemma, however, since
the correlational bias measure
correlated significantly with level of
accuracy.

The authors were

forced to conclude that psychologists
could be faced "with the

paradoxical situation that when observers
are trying their hardest
and are most accurate, they are also
exhibiting the greatest correlational bias- (1976, p. 271).

Further investigation in this area

is needed, perhaps with an alternative
measure of correlational

bias, before this apparent paradox can be
regarded as the natural

concomitant of attention to the rating task.

Extent to Which Implicit Personality
Theories are Shared in Common
There is almost irrefutable evidence to show that individuals

have implicit personality theories in common (cf., Mulaik,
1964;
Schweder, 1975; Strieker et al.

,

1974; Whitely & Doyle, 1976).

The evidence on differences in and differential uses of implicit

theories is not as conclusive (Schneider, 1973).

Dornbusch, Hastorf,

Richardson, Muzzy, and Vreeland (1965) conducted a study designed
to investigate the differential impact that cognition may have on
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descriptions made freely by children
about other children.
types of analyses were made:
(b)

(a)

Three

one child described two children,

two children described one
child, and (c) two children described

two others.

The results showed that one child
used the same cate-

gories to describe two other children
more often than two children
did in describing one child.

The same categories were used least

often when two children described two
other children.

Generalizing

from these results, one could reason
that there are more idiosyn-

cratic uses of implicit theories than there
are shared uses when a
group of individuals evaluates one stimulus
person.
The issue of shared versus idiosyncratic
implicit theories
is addressed specifically in Larson's model
of systematic influences

of implicit theories on observer ratings
(1979).

His model, which

applies the theoretical concepts pertaining to implicit
theories to
the problem of invalid factor structures, parallels
those developed

by Guilford (1954) and Cronbach (1946) incorporating
the concept of

response sets.

2.4

The Larson Model

Larson (1979) conceives the problem of the influence of implicit
theories on observer ratings as a components model.

He initially

suggests that for each rating
^obs. " ^true

where

X^j^g^

^

is the observed rating of behayior X, X^^^g is the actual

level of occurrence of behavior X displayed by the person being rated,
and E is the error component contaminating each observed rating.

.
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Larson points out that the problem
with implicit theories of

behavioral covariation is that they
may have a nonrandom systematic
impact on each rating and, therefore,
may operate as a response
set.

The error component, E, is then
itself "contaminated" by

systematic as well as random effects, so
that
E = S

where

S

+ R

designates systematic error and R designates
random error

(1979)

Larson then argues that systematic error can
likewise be

divided into two categories:

contingent and noncontingent elements.

Noncontingent systematic errors are consistent across
all ratings
for any given rater (e.g., error of leniency
and central tendency,
cf., Guilford, 1954).

Contingent systematic errors, however, affect

ratings on subsets of the total item composition of the
questionnaire.

Relative to the concept and application of implicit theories,
these

contingent systematic errors emerge when ratings on a particular

behavior are conditioned on the assessment of other theoretically
related behaviors.
S =

This dichotomy can be represented by:

IT(x|y) + NC

where IT(x|y) represents contingent systematic error based on students'
implicit theories about behavior X given the occurrence of behavior Y,
and NC represents noncontingent systematic error (1979).
There is a theoretical likelihood that some implicit theories
are shared by most or all raters (cf., D'Andrade, 1974) and some are
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idiosyncratic (cf., Dornbusch et al.,
1965) so that the model then
includes
^^(x|y) ° %(x|y) + Ai(x|y)
"^^^""^

h(x\Y) signifies contingent systematic errors based on shared

or normative assumptions about the
co-occurrence of behaviors X and
Y,

and Ai(x|y) signifies contingent
systematic errors based on

idiosyncratic assumptions about the
co-occurrence of behaviors X
and Y (1979).
The elements of Larson's model thus
described, his complete

model can now be represented as:
^obs. " ^true

%(X|Y) + ^CxjY) + NC + R

for every rating of behavior X.

For all ratings of behavior pairs X

and Y, the above model is joined with its
complement:
^obs. " "^true

^N(Y|x)

^I(y|x) + NC + R

.

Larson purports that the correlation between the two
sets of ratings
represented by the above equations will be affected by each
element
in the equations.

The idiosyncratic contingent systematic errors and

random errors would tend to reduce the correlation whereas the shared
contingent systematic errors would tend to inflate it.

He reasons

that although significant correlations between ratings of two observed

behaviors can reflect true behavior covariation, it can also reflect
the shared assumptions raters have about the covariation between those

behaviors.

At worst, significant correlations can result because of

these shared assumptions even in the absence of actual co-occurrence
of the behaviors.

The yield under both circumstances is spuriously

high intercorrelations between the two sets of behavior ratings.

:
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Finally, Larson elaborates on
the influences that systematic

biases have on the mean of the
ratings.
^obs. '

Under the classical model

^Tue

if all errors are random and
are uncorrelated with the true
occurrence

of behavior X,

But since there is a recursive
influence in the

ratings of behaviors X and Y as
described above, and since the mean
ratings will also reflect average
noncontingent systematic errors,
the equation for the mean is

Xobs. =

+ An(x|y) + NC

.

Assuming this expression to be true, Larson
objects to the statements
made by Whitely and Doyle (1976) that the mean
rating represents the
true occurrence of instructional behavior and
that, therefore, the

between-group factor structure derived from factor
analysis is most
representative of patterns of actual behavior co-occurrence.

He

concludes:
As we have argued here, mean ratings are like
individual ratings in that they too may reflect
both the actual behavior of the person being
rated as well as the raters' implicit theories
of behavioral covariation.
Consequently, it is
impossible to unambiguously interpret the factor
structure of the mean ratings as representing
actual dimensions of behavior.
(1979, p. 207)

Larson's model is conceptually appealing because it formally
summarizes how implicit theories may interact with the rating process.
It does not,

however, account for the results obtained in some of

the research studies reviewed above.

First, the realism issue described

earlier relates to the normative contingent systematic error term in
his model, Ajg^j^jy^-

The subscripts of this term reflect the
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probabilistic nature of implicit
theories.

But is this probability

rooted in theoretical yet actual
proportions in the population of
teaching behaviors? Larson
(1979) does refer to this realism
issue,
but he considers it to be
irreconcilable for lack of an unambiguous

criterion outside a laboratory setting.

The interactionist view

described previously and the results
of certain other studies (cf..
Cantor & Mischel, 1979) can be
extrapolated to a reasonable hypothesis that says that implicit theories
of different individuals
fall at different points on a fiction-reality
continuum.

The implicit

theories of one group may, then, approximate
reality more closely
than do the theories of another group.

Therefore, even if both groups

apply their implicit theories to the rating
task, the dimensions of

ratings by the former group may serve as a criterion
to which dimensions of ratings by the later group can be compared.
Second, regardless of the validity of implicit theories
them-

selves, are the uses of such theories in the rating
process normative
or idosyncratic?

Are there special circumstances under which implicit

theories are and are not likely to be used in behavior ratings?

It

has already been pointed out that certain conditions do exist under

which use of implicit theories is more likely to operate in a rating
task (see above)

.

A particularly important condition seems to be the

amount of information the raters have about the ratee.
The problem of controlling the influence of implicit theories

on student ratings was indirectly addressed by Guilford (1954),

strongly recommended training raters carefully.

He
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Various experxences with ratings
tend to show
that the most effective method
for improving
ratings in many ways is to
train raters carefully
This also applies to the
counteracting
of constant errors.
The rater who knows about
the existence of the different
kinds of errors
can be on the lookout for them
and can take
steps to counteract them.
(1954, p. 280)
.

Differential awareness of the influence
of implicit theories, then,
may also distinguish among groups
of raters.
The ratings by one
group who has been thoroughly trained
in the hazards of systematic

errors may be used as a criterion
against which ratings by a more
naive group can be compared.

Again, the concept of relative approxi-

mations to what is real provides a framework
in which the study of
implicit theories can legitimately be pursued.
The nonexistence of an unambiguous criterion
outside the

laboratory setting does constrain research on the
nature, dynamics
and functions of implicit theories, because
such research requires

meticulous control of confounding variables (Rosenberg,
1972).

&

Sedlak,

But more pragmatic requirements dictate that student
ratings

be compared with available alternatives in evaluating
instructional

behaviors.

Regarding implicit theories of instruction, students'

assumed correlations of certain teaching behaviors as well as their
actual ratings, can be compared against ratings from another source

who is expected to provide better estimates of actual co-occurrence
of the same behaviors.

Similarly, the comparison of dimensions

underlying each set of ratings can also be made.
then,

Larson's assertion,

that factor analysis has limited utility in the study of

implicit theories is true, but not limited in the way he describes.
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Factor analysis has little or no
utility in researching the psychodynamics of implicit theories, but
it may be highly useful in

research investigating the overall
influence that implicit theories
have on ratings performed in a natural
setting.

2.5

Summary
In summary, the use of factor analysis
as a method to assess

the construct validity of student ratings
has come under recent

criticism.

The high level of factor stability across
several studies

suggests the possibility that this consistency may
be in the minds
of the students rather than in the dimensions
of actual behaviors of

teachers.

In view of the findings from research on implicit
person-

ality theory generally and from the Whitely-Doyle (1976) and
Goebel-

Cashen (1979) studies specifically, it seems likely that secondary
school students as well as college students have implicit theories of
instruction, and that they may use these theories when rating teachers.
If they use these theories,

the correlations of ratings within certain

subsets of the rating scale would tend to be spuriously high.
fore,

There-

the dimensions to which the matrix of correlations is factor

analytically reduced have questionable validity.
to Larson's

This theme is central

(1979) argument against the use of factor analysis in the

study of implicit theories in student ratings, and he has developed
a components model that formally summarizes the problem.

Although

factor analysis may have limited utility in the investigation of the

dynamics of implicit personality theories, it may be very useful in

studies that reduce natural data to sets
of dimensions that can
be compared against each other in
accordance with the principle

relative approximations to what is true.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Purpose and Organization
of the Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to detail
the design of the

study.

The first two sections describe the sample and
instrumen-

tation used in the investigation.

The third section elaborates on

the procedures used for data collection and the
final section

explains the methods of analyses utilized to provide answers
to
the five research questions addressed in this study.

3.2

Sample

Student Nonstimulus Group

A group comprised of 307 secondary school students (i.e.,
students in grades 7-12) were selected to perform the categorization
task and the nonstimulus ratings of teaching behaviors in order
to identify students' perceptions of instructional behavior similarity,

The selection of the students did not follow a random process.

Only two schools, one middle school (grades 7-8) and one senior
high school (grades 9-12) volunteered to participate.

selection was restricted to students in study halls.

Also,

This

restriction did not seem to create a difficult sampling
problem since honors and low achieving students were excluded
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from the study hall program.

These same two groups of students

were generally excluded from the
stimulus rating task.

An addi-

tional restriction was that students
studying for an examination

given the next day could not
participate in the task.

On no occasion

did the percentage representing
these latter students exceed 15%.
The numerical breakdown of students
by grade level was as

follows

Grade

n
15
12
98
77
49
56

7

8
9

10
11
12

Eighteen percent of the nonstimulus group was Black
while 9% was
Hispanic.

For analysis of the nonstimulus ratings, only those
students

who answered all items on the scale were used (n=269).

Teacher Group

A second group was

a random sample of 70 secondary school

instructors who taught in the major academic fields of English, social
studies, science, or mathematics and who had only one or two years of

teaching experience.

These teachers were employed in the Dallas

Independent School District (DISD)

,

Dallas, Texas.

Student Stimulus Group

A third group was composed of students from two classrooms for
each teacher in the teacher sample.

The size of this sample was 2,712
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students.

The mean size for the combined
classes was 38.7 with a

standard deviation of 8.8 and a
range of 39 (15 to 54).

The two

classrooms were selected for each
teacher on the basis of identical
or similar subject matter and
mean standardized achievement test
scores falling within the middle
range of performance for the DISD
(20th-60th percentiles).
7

or

8

About 24% of these students were in
grades

and over half of them were Black
or Hispanic.

Observer Group
A fourth group of subjects, the criterion
group, was five observers who were employed as Assistant
Evaluators for the Department
of Research and Evaluation in the DISD
(DISD-R&E).

Each observer had

at least two years of teaching experience
at the elementary or

secondary level.

3.3

Instrumentation

Categorization Data
For the categorization task, the nonstimulus group was given 26
3"x5" cards with a statement describing a different teaching behavior

written on each card.

A list of the items appears in Appendix A.

Student Nonstimulus Ratings (SNR)
Another instrument, comprised of the same 26 items

as

in the

categorization task and the same frequency-labelled scale as on the
other two rating measures, was developed.

This instrument, entitled
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Student General Rating Scale, was
used to obtain student ratings
data on teachers in general
(that is, the students did not
assess
the behavior of particular
teachers).

These data are referred to in

this study as the student
nonstimulus ratings.

instrument appears in Appendix

A copy of the

B.

Student Stimulus Ratings (SSR)
The student rating instrument used
by the student stimulus group
to assess the instructional behavior
of the 70 teachers is composed

of 37 items,

31 of which are low-inferential to moderateinferential

descriptions of specific teaching behaviors which
are rated on a 4point, frequency-labelled scale (l=almost never,
2=sometimes, 3=often,

4=almost always).

Five additional items are high- inferential descrip-

tions and are rated on a 4-point, Likert-type,
agree-disagree scale.

The 37th item is an overall assessment of the teacher.

The instrument

has been used in the DISD for two years and was designed
to reflect

Gagne's concept of instructional events (Gagne

& Briggs,

1974) and

to replicate certain items in other student rating scales presently
in

use in a few school districts around the country (Sullivan-Kowalski,
1978).

A copy of the scale appears in Appendix

C.

Observer Ratings (PER)
The observer rating scale used by the five observers to

rate

the 70 teachers was developed specifically, to duplicate many of the

items on the student rating scale.

The instrument contains 46 items,

including an overall rating and an evaluation of the physical environment
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of the classroom.

The remaining 44 items
include 33 items describ-

ing specific teaching behaviors
related to the cognitive aspects
of instruction and 11 items
that describe behavior related
more to

the affective domain.

A copy of the instrument appears
in Appendix

D,

The 26 Core Items
One of the requirements for factor
similarity studies is to
limit the comparison to latent
dimensions underlying the same or very

similar variables.

Twenty-six of the items on the student
rating

scale correspond to 28 items on the
observer rating scale (three it ems
on the latter seem to detail one item
on the former).

These 26 it ems

comprised the set of teaching behaviors used
as the basis in this
study.

Corresponding items are indicated in Appendix

E.

(Note:

subsequent numerical identification of items for
all data sets is

according to the list given in the student nonstimulus
group

—

see

Appendix A.)

3.4

Procedures
The following table matches instrumentation with sample groups

in order to ensure clarity about sources of data:
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Categorization
Data
Student Nonstimulus
Group

Student
Nonstimulus
Ratings

(C)

(SNR)

X
n=307

n=269

Student Stimulus
Group

Student
Stimulus
Ratings

Observer
Ratings

(SSR)

(OBR)

X

X
n=2712

Observer Group

Teacher Group

X
n=5

Provided
stimulus
behavior
that was
rated

Provided
stimulus
behavior
that was
rated

Categorization Task and Student
Nonstimulus Ratings of Teachers
The students who performed the categorization task first
read
a list of all the 26 core items and then, using
the 3"x5" cards de-

scribing instructional behaviors, sorted the cards in categories.
The students were directed to place the cards in stacks, each
stack

containing item statements they thought described similar behavior.
The task was free-sort since no restrictions were set on it with the

obvious exception that all 26 cards could not be placed in one category.

Directions for the categorization task appear in Appendix A.
When the students completed the free-sort categorization of the
items, which usually took about 20 minutes, they were given the

nonstimulus rating scale and were asked to indicate on each item

how of ten they thought teachers exhibited the behavior described.

It
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was impressed upon the students
to consider teachers generally
and
not to think of any particular
teacher when assessing the frequencies
of teaching behaviors.
They were also asked to consider
only
teachers of major academic courses.

assignment are given in Appendix

Directions for this ratings

B.

Administration of both these tasks was
performed in groups of
5-21 students at a time.

For all senior high school students,
the

tasks were conducted in a language
lab room so that each student had
a private cubicle in which to
complete the assignment.

Student Stimulus Ratings
of Teacher Behavior

Students in two classrooms of each of the 70 teachers
were

given the Student Rating Scale during one week in
May, 1979, the last

month of the school year.

Written directions were given to a group

of 35 individuals from the DISD-R&E staff for
the administration of
the Student Rating Scale.

(These directions appear in Appendix C.)

This group was briefed as to the kinds of questions that
students

might raise and the types of answers that were appropriate.
In a pilot study using the Student Rating Scale, it was found

that some students had reading difficulty. In administering the

scale for this study, therefore, administrators read each item aloud.

An advantage of this approach, besides ensuring that every student

knew what the items said, was it provided an opportunity for questions
to be asked by students regarding the meaning of item statements

questions that were answered so that the entire class obtained a

—
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clearer understanding of the
applicability of the item to the

particular course.
The unit of analysis for the
student stimulus ratings was the

mean item rating across the two
classes for each of the 70 teachers.

Observer Ratings of Teacher Behavior
Five observers were trained to
conduct the observation tasks.

The first objective in the training
was familiarity with the observer

rating instrument and an understanding
of the meaning of item descriptions.

Once the observers felt comfortable with
the item format,

they used the instrument to rate a different
group of teachers viewed
on a video-tape monitor.

Use of video tapes continued until, for

three different teachers, there were no rating
disagreements among
the observers on more than 10 items and there
were no rating disagree-

ments greater than one point for any item.

When these cirteria were

met, the five raters made on-site classroom visits
simultaneously

and rated teachers in order to use the instrument in a
natural setting.

Simultaneous on-site visits continued until observers were comfortable with the procedure and the above criteria continued to be met.
This standard was achieved after three visits.
In addition, a pilot study was conducted to determine if

heterogeneous assignment of ratings of a diverse sample of teachers
would be a measurement problem.
(8 teachers,

3

observers, and

2

culties with eight of the items
and #24)

.

A three-way analysis of variance
visits) indicated possible diffi(//3,

//6,

//lO,

//14,

#15, #21, #23,

These items were discussed until the five observers

felt that any ambiguity was removed.
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Another discussion led to the
decision to provide a supplement of item descriptions that
the observers could refer to for
item clarification while observing
ambiguous behavior. This

supplement also appears in Appendix

D.

In addition, weekly meetings

were held for the purpose of
determining the appropriate rating
of certain ambiguous behaviors
that were observed but were diffi-

cult to either categorize in a certain
item or assess on the

frequency scale.
Official observations of teachers by
single observers com-

menced in the Fall, 1978 and ended in the
Spring, 1979

-

a period

of six months.

To facilitate the scheduling of observations,
teachers were

grouped into five geographical sectors, each
sector containing ap-

proximately the same number of teachers.

Each observer was

assigned a sector initially at random and thereafter
semi-randomly
until all observers visited all teachers; assignment to
sectors was
then again initially random and semi-random thereafter for
the

second set of observations.

A total of 10 observations were made

on each teacher, two observations per rater.

The teachers were

aware that they were going to be observed 10 times throughout the
year strictly for research purposes, but each observation was
unannounced.

The ratings were transcribed onto machine-readable

scan sheets and a check for accuracy of transcription was made twice
by other individuals.
The only restriction placed on the observations was that if
a teacher was engaged in activities such as showing a long film

.
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(over 35 minutes), giving a test,
conducting a field trip or having
a class party, the observation
was rescheduled.

The unit of analysis for the observer
ratings was the mean

item rating across the 10 observations
for each of the 70 teachers.

3.5

Methods of Analysis

Latent Partition Analysis of
Categorization Data
One of the ways by which students' implicit
theories of in-

struction were identified was by reducing the
categorization data
to latent dimensions through latent partition
analysis

(Wiley, 1967)

The general model for the analysis is

I =

Q

$

+ a2

(3.5)

where
is a symmetric matrix of joint proportions whose general
element, sj^j, is the proportion of times items i and
j
are sorted into the same manifest (observed) category by
a population of sorters.
For large samples, I is closely
approximated by S, the joint proportion matrix for a sample
of sorters.
is the item x latent category solution matrix which is quite
similar to a factor pattern matrix in factor analysis (i.e.,
each element indicates the extent to which an item belongs
to a latent category)
is a latent category x latent category symmetric matrix
whose elements (i, j) are probabilities that pairs of
items, one from latent category i and the other from latent
category j, are sorted into the same manifest category.
This matrix is referred to as the "confusion" matrix.
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^'^'".^^^g^"^! "matrix whose diagonal elements
(±
.r-T
(i,x)
are probabilities that sorters
put item i and any
other Item belonging to the
same latent category in

n

1

which
belongs into different manifest
categories
?he ele^°
"diversities" (Hambleton

-

TlllZVl^lyT'

The computer program used in
this study was developed by Harasym
and Precht (1971).

The program is capable of accepting
raw data and

transforming these data into the joint
proportion matrix,

eigenvectors (scaled by the eigenroots
of the

S

S.

The

matrix) are rotated

using a raw quartimax procedure, which
is required in the model to
achieve independent cluster structure.
includes

S

and

3>

The output of the program

(Harasym & Precht, 1971).

Factor Analysis of Ratings Data

Another method used to determine students' implicit
theories
of instruction was factor analysis of the
student nonstimulus ratings
data.

Whereas the latent categories underlying the categorization

data reflect the perceptions students have about the
similarity of

certain teaching behaviors, the factors underlying the nonstimulus
ratings reflect those same perceptions with a frequency similarity
component added.

These results provided for a more appropriate assess-

ment of factorial similarity among the sets of ratings data since all
three sets were based on the same metric and on the same rating scale.
The unit of analysis used to factor analyze the stimulus

ratings (i.e., both the student stimulus ratings and the observer
ratings) was the item mean for each item and for each teacher (see

Section 3.4).

Using the item mean as the unit of analysis in the

factor analysis results in between-class factors which underlie the
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covariation of behavior ratings
across teachers.

This approach

is theoretically more precise
than the total-class factor approach

which uses each rating as the
unit of analysis (Whitely

& Doyle,

1976), even though it has been shown
that the total-class factors

are very close approximations
to the between-class dimensions
(Linn
et al., 1975).

The program used to reduce the
ratings data to factor structures

was the subprogram FACTOR from the
Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner

,

&

Brent, 1975).

This

program accepts raw data and derives the
correlation matrix whose

main diagonal elements are replaced with
communality estimates prior
to factor extraction.

The extracted factors were rotated to simple

structure using the varimax procedure.

Factor Congruence Analyses
There were a number of ways by which the congruence among the
three sets of factors (i.e., dimensions underlying,
separately, the student nonstimulus and stimulus ratings, and observer ratings data)

could have been determined (cf., Evans, 1971; Harman, 1967; Mulaik,
1972; Rummel, 1970).

After reviewing many of these methods, it was

decided to use a procedure developed by Kaiser, Hunka, and Bianchini
(1971)

.

The procedure was chosen mainly because the results tend to

be readily interpretable

.

It yields cosines of angles between all

pairs of factors from two independent factor pattern solutions.

To
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compute the cosines between sets of
factors, the data set having
the greater number of factors is
used and all operations occur

within the space defined by those
factors.
this space by their factor loadings.

The items are located

The items of the second data

set are then projected into this
space and rotated so that the

cosine between corresponding item vectors
is maximized.

The mean

cosine is then computed and if it is low,
then it would not be

possible to relate the factors since the low
cosine would be an
indication that supposedly corresponding items were
actually not

very similar.
The factors of the second data set can then be projected
into
this space since item-factor relationships are known.

Now that both

sets of factors are projected in the common factor space,
the cosines
of the angles between the two sets of factors can be computed.

The

cosines may be interpreted as correlation coefficients (Kaiser et al.,
1971)

.

This is possible because the cosine-correlation relationship

is as follows:

^ij ~ ^i ^j

®ij

where
r^j

h^jhj

is the correlation between two factors I and J

are the lengths of vectors for items

I

and J, respectively,

and
is the angle of separation between factors I and J.
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If both h's are of unit
length,

procedure, then r^j = cos e,^
of the angle of separation).

as they are in the Kaiser
et al.

(the correlation equals
the cosine

As in the case of correlations,
the

cosines obtained may range from
-1.0 to f 1.0.

A high positive

cosine, then, would indicate
high congruence between the
two factors
while near zero cosines would
signify orthogonal factors.
Highly

negative cosines would suggest
bipolarization between the two factors
Unfortunately, the Kaiser et al.
index has no statistical test of
significance associated with it.

However, the criterion for con-

gruence has been set stringently
at cos
cos

9

>

6

>

.75 by convention (Whitely & Doyle,

.85.

and leniently at

1976).

Questions for Investigation
It was stated at the outset that
five major questions were

addressed in this study.

These questions are restated and the

approaches taken to answer them are delineated
below.
Do secondary school students share implicit
theories of

instruction ?

The categorization data was reduced to latent
structure

through use of latent partition analysis (LPA)

.

Presumably, if

clearly identifiable, underlying dimensions emerged,
then implicit
theories, shared in common among secondary students,
would be

indicated.

The resulting latent structure, which is quite similar

in form to structures derived from factor analysis, would
thus

represent a pattern of secondary school students' implicit theories
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of classroom instruction.

Factors sunnnarizing the student
non-

stimulus ratings, however, would
represent students' implicit
theories that bear an added
component

frequency similarity.

-

the perception of behavior

The degree to which both of these
latent

structures are definable and account
for sizeable proportions of
their respective total variances is
the degree to which it can be

stated that students share implicit
theories of instruction.
Do students' Implicit theories
approximate factors underlvin^

actual student ratings of teacher behavior.. ?

Approximation between

student theories, represented by the student
nonstimulus rating
factors (SNR), and the structure resulting
from the factor analysis
of the student stimulus ratings of the 70
teachers

mined using the Kaiser et al., index of congruence.

(SSR) was deter-

The general

hypothesis states that students' implicit theories of
instruction are
not congruent with factors underlying actual student
ratings of
instruction.

Hq:

The null hypothesis was formally represented by:

cos

9j^g

<

.85

where subscripts, ns, refer to SNR and SSR corresponding factors.

Corresponding factors refer to the pairs of factors having the highest
cosine values.

The number of corresponding factors was equal to the

largest number of factors in either of the two sets of latent structures.

For example, a 4x4, factor x factor matrix of cosines would

have four pairs of corresponding factors while a 5x4 matrix would
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have five such pairs.

Congruence between corresponding
factors

was "tested" against the null
hypothesis.
Do these factors approximate,
in turn

,

lylng the actual behaviors of
th e instructors

the dimension, nn...-

h.m^

..r...

Congruence
between the student stimulus rating
factors and underlying dimensions
of actual instructional behavior,
represented by the factor structure
of the observer ratings, was
estimated.

The hypothesis suggests

that factors summarizing actual
student ratings of instruction do

not cohere with factors underlying
observer ratings of the same
teachers.

It was stated formally as

Hq:

cos

<

.85

where subscripts, so, signify the SSR and OBR
corresponding factors.

Congruence within each of these factor pairs was
"tested" against the
null hypothesis.

Which se t of approximations represents the closest fit
?

The

relative influence of implicit theories on student ratings was
deter-

mined by comparing two sets of congruence measures:

the cosines of

angles between SSR and OBR corresponding factors against those between
SSR and SNR corresponding factors.

The null hypothesis was formally

stated as

Ho

:

cos

9

so -< cos

6

ns

where subscripts refer to the same corresponding factor pairs as
indicated above.

Rejection of the null hypothesis was possible under
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any one of the following
conditions applying the lenient and
stringent criteria of congruence:
1.

if cos 9^^ met one of the
criteria and cos Q^^ did not,

2.

if cos

9gj,

met the stringent criterion and
cos

9

ns

did not.

or
3.

if both measures met the same
criterion, and cos 9^^ was

greater than cos Q^^.

Rejection of the null hypothesis would
tend to indicate that students
are more likely to use the information
they gain from observing

teachers than to use shared implicit theories
of instruction when

rating those teachers.

Are

s tudents'

shared implicit theories valid in terms of their

proximity to real wor ld covariation of instructional
behaviors ?

The

factor structure of the observer ratings, the calibration
factors,

functioned as the representative model of "real world
covariation of

instructional behaviors," at least for the particular 26 teaching

behaviors used in this study.

The congruence measure between these

factors and the student stimulus rating factors estimated the

closeness of fit of the two sets of latent structures.

The null

hypothesis was stated as follows:

Hq:

cos 9no

<

.85.

Rejection of this hypothesis would suggest that students' implicit
theories tend to reflect the actual co-occurrences of instructional

behavior and are perhaps located more on the accurate side of the
fiction-reality continuum.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS
4.1

Summary Statistics

Categorization Data
Figure 4.1.1 shows the frequency
distribution of the number
of categories in which 307 students
sorted the 26 item rating state-

ments.

The mean and median number of categories
was 8.1 and 7.5

respectively which, as the graph also shows,
indicate a positively
skewed distribution.
was

The standard deviation was 3.8 and the mode

6.

Ratings Data
Summary statistics for the observer and

student stimulus

ratings of the 70 teachers and for the student nonstimulus ratings
are presented in Tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

Clearly, students per-

ceived the 70 teachers to exhibit these particular instructional

behaviors more frequently than the observers did.

The difference

in the frequency assessment was highly significant (p<.001) for
22 of the 26 items.

On two items, the ratings could be considered

equivalent (#10 regarding memorization, and
tional pacing).

//18

regarding instruc-

Saying things clearly (#24) was the only behavior
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Table 4.1.1

Means and Standard
Deviations of Mean Item
Ratings for Teachers^
(n=70)

Item Statement

The teacher
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

.

.

Cbsarver ratings
Mean
s.D.

Student Ratings
Mean
S.D.

t

.

gives hints when students don't
answer a question correctly

1.49

.28

2.44

.29

19.78***

reviews material that
was covered the day before

1.80

.41

2.72

.40

13.44***

asks students to think of different ways of solving problems

1.69

.39

2.31

.37

9.78***

1.81

.43

2.49

.48

8.73***

2.35

.48

2.94

,37

3.17***

2.12

.35

2.65

.42

8.15***

3.14

.36

3.32

.37

2.83**

relates what students have
just learned to real life
situations

1.86

.64

2.55

.46

7.35***

asks students to compcure ideas
or methods learned in class

1.60

.33

2.39

.37

13.41***

wants students to memorize

2.82

.36

2.81

.28

.09

uses lots of examples when
explaining new material

2.34

.53

3.12

.32

10.47***

gives students lots of chances
to solve problems using methods
learned in class

2.52

.39

2.67

.36

allows students to disagree with
him or her as to whether something is good or bad
explains
are

things are as tney

tells students at the beginning of each class what they
are suj^se to learn

seems to be prepared for
each class

oi'^y important facts or pro-

cedures
11.

12.

2.32*

(Continued)
^An observer mean item racing was computed across
the 10
observations of each teacher for each item while a student
(stimulus)
mean item rating was computed across students in the two
classes for
each teacher and for each item.
*p
**p
***p

<

<
<

.05
.01
.001
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Table 4.1.1

Item Statement

(continued)

Observer Ratings

Student Ratings

flean

S.D.

2.35

.53

3.17

.38

10.46***

2.09

.41

2.49

.32

6.44***

1.36

.28

2.92

.36

28.88***

uses drawings, graphs, sketches,
pictures, or films when presenting new material

1.65

.42

2.19

.54

6.64***

makes sure students understand
all the parts of an idea when
students are trying to understand the whole idea

2.48

.43

3.06

.35

8.79***

covers mater ied. at about the
right speed

2.78

.40

2.91

.36

1.95

19.

expresses pleasure when students give a correct cinswer

1.77

.40

2.71

.47

12.80***

20.

explains why wrong auiswers
are wrong

1.88

.39

2.99

.34

17.91***

21.

questions students about the
reading material

2,06

.43

2.81

.53

9.29***

22.

asks questions that really
make students think

2.16

.49

2.78

.34

8.79***

23.

relates topics in the course
with topics in other courses

1.30

.23

2.07

.33

15.78***

24.

says things very clearly

3.36

.30

3.11

.43

-4.01***

25.

tells students exactly what is
expected in their homework
assignments

1.75

.43

3.03

.49

16.58***

26.

is enthusiastic about the course

2.14

.57

3.03

.39

10.83***

*p
**p
***p

<

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

goes through a method step by
step when teaching the method
to students
introduces a topic in a way that
makes students curious about the
new material

reviews major points of a topic
that was just covered

'
<

.05
.01
.001

c . U.
n
o

t

o

Table 4.1.2

Means and Standard Deviations
Student Nonstimulus
Ratings
(n=269)

Item Statement

A teacher

.

.

.

1.

gives hints when students don't answer a
question correctly

2.

reviews material that was co-/ered the day
before

3.

asks students to think of different ways
of solving problems

4.

allows students to disagree with him or her
as to whether something is good or bad

5.

explains why things are as they are

6.

tells students at the beginning of each
class what they are suppose to learn

7.

seems to be prepared for each class

8.

relates what students have just learned
to real life situations

9.

asks students to compare ideas or methods
learned in class

10.

wants students to memorize only important
facts or procedures

11.

uses lots of examples when explaining new
material

12.

gives students lots of chances to solve
problems using methods learned in class

13.

goes through a method step by step when
teaching the method to students
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Table 4.1.2

(continued)

Item Statement

Mean

S.D.

2.10

.79

84

.90

uses drawings, graphs, sketches, pictures,
or films when presenting new material

2.16

.98

makes sure students understand all the
P^^^^s of an idea when students are trying
to understand the whole idea

2.46

.95

18.

covers material at about the right speed

2.49

.90

19.

expresses pleasure when students give a
correct answer

2

41

gg

20.

explains why wrong answers are wrong

2.64

1.04

21.

questions students about the reading material

2.90

.91

22.

asks questions that really make students
think

2.66

.91

relates topics in the course with topics
in other courses

1.91

.88

24.

says things very clearly

2.75

.89

25.

tells students exactly what is expected
in their homework assignments

2.89

.95

is enthusiastic about the course

2.57

.97

A teacher
14.

15.

16.

17.

23.

26.

introduces a topic in a way that makes
students curious about the new material
reviews major points of a topic that
was
just covered

2
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on which the observers gave
ratings significantly higher
than
those of the students.
For the most part, the
standard deviations
of item ratings were
comparable between these two data
sets.
There

were seven exceptions (#5,
#8,

4.2

//ll,

#13,

#16, #24, and #26).

Reliability of the Data

Reliability Estimates of
Categorization Data
Thirty of the 307 subjects comprising
the student sample

performed the sorting task twice
red 5-7 days after the first.
(325)

-

the second administration occur-

The percent of all possible pairs

that were either matched or unmatched
consistently across the

first and second sorts was determined for
each sorter.

A simple

average percentage over all 30 sorters and standard
deviations and
range of percentages were computed as reliability
statistics of

intrasorter stability.
The mean and standard deviation of the number of categories
for the first and second sorting was 7.1, 3.1 and
6.8, 2.9, respec-

tively.

The mean absolute difference in the number of categories

between the two sorts was 2.2.
absolute differences was 1.6.

The standard deviation of the

The students tended to be only

slightly more parsimonious on the second sort.
sorter stability was .76.

The index of intra-

That is, on the average, pair-wise

agreement between the first and second sorts for the 30 students
was at a rate of 76%.

The standard deviation of the 30 percentages
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was 11.4 indicating moderate
variation in the stability across

sorters as the following frequency
table shows:

Percentage Range

Frequency

<40%
40.1-50%
50.1-60%
60.1-70%
70.1-80%
80.1-90%
>90%

0
1
2

3

13
8
3

To the extent that this subsample of
30 students was repre-

sentative of the sample of 307 students, it
can be stated that the

reliability of the categorization data was
probably also at an
acceptable level.

Internal Consistency Estimates
of the Ratings Data

Three estimates of internal consistency, using coefficient
alpha, were obtained for the three sets of ratings data.

data sets were as follows:

The basi

an item x teacher matrix whose cells

were means across the 10 observations for the observer ratings;
an item x teacher matrix whose cells were means across students in
two classes for the student stimulus ratings; an item x student

matrix whose cells were the individual ratings by the students in
the nonstimulus group for the student nonstimulus ratings.

The following estimates were computed:

Observer Ratings

.96

Student Stimulus Ratings

.95

Student Nonstimulus Ratings

.84
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The relatively higher estimates
for the mean ratings were
expected

since much of the random error
was most likely cancelled out. while
it remained in the student
nonstimulus ratings.

Nevertheless, all

three sets have internal consistencies
comparable to those of well-

developed, standardized tests.

Reliability Estimates of the
Observer Ratings of the 70
Teachers
Reliability estimates of the observer ratings were
based on
a two-way,

rater x teacher analysis of variance for each
item and

were computed following a procedure outlined
by Winer (1971, pp. 283293).

Table 4.2.1 presents the reliability estimates for
the

observation data on the main sample of 70 teachers.
Twelve of the 26 estimates met an arbitrary criterion of
.60.
Two of them

(//6

and #23) were very low.

Item #23 had the lowest item

variance which might have had some affect on this low estimate;
however, restricted variance cannot be the main cause of the low

reliability found for item #6.
These results are not as disappointing as they might appear
at first.

The observational design precluded the possibility of

separating situation and teacher x situation main and interaction
effects, respectively, from the residual mean square.

These effects,

which are theoretically part of "true score" ratings of teachers,
comprised part of the error term; therefore, the reliability esti-

mates were rather conservative.

These results will be shown to be
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Table 4.2.1

Reliability Estimates for Observer
Ratings

Reliability of

T4-

Item Statement

The teacher
1.

w
Mean Item „Rating
.

...

gives hints when students don't answer
a question correctly

2.

.46

reviews material that was covered the
day before

.39

asks students to think of different
ways of solving problems

.60

allows students to disagree with him or her
as to whether something is good or bad

.69

5.

explains why things are as they are

.63

6.

tells students at the beginning of each
class- what they are suppose to learn

.20

7.

seems to be prepared for each class

.65

8.

relates what students have just learned
to real life situations

.79

asks students to compare ideas or
methods learned in class

.45

wants students to memorize only
important facts or procedures

.55

uses lots of examples when explaining
new material

,69

gives students lots of chances to solve
problems using methods learned in class

.52

goes through a method step by step
when teaching the method to students

.69

3.

4.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

_

introduces a topic in a way that makes
students curious about the new material

.63
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Table 4.2.1 (continued)

T«-«™
item c*.„^
Statement^

The teacher
15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

.

Reliability of
Mean Item Rating
»^

-r

.

reviews major points of a topic that
was just covered
uses drawings, graphs, sketches,
pictures, or films when presenting
new material

makes sure students understand all the
P^^ts of an idea when students are
trying to understand the whole idea
covers material at about the right
speed

,40

,48

,56

,55

expresses pleasure when students give
a correct answer

20.

explains why wrong answers are wrong

21.

questions students about the reading
material

7q
.53

53

asks questions that really make
students think

,57

relates topics in the course with
topics in other courses

.21

24.

says things very clearly

.67

25.

tells students exactly what is expected
in their homework assignments

.52

is enthusiastic about the course

.85

22.

23.

26.
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underestimates when the connnonalities
fro. the factor analysis of
the observer mean item
ratings are examined.

A-

3

Do Secondary School Students
bhare Implicit Theories of
Instruction?

TheLPA Results
Table 4.3.1 presents the upper
triangle of the matrix,

S,

of

joint proportions of students
sorting each item pair in the same

manifest category.

Four pairs of items were sorted
in the same

group by 50% or more of the
students (#2-#15, 50%; #5-#20, 66%;
#6-#25, 56%; //11-//16, 60%).

partition analysis.
in Figure 4.3.1.

The eigenvalues were obtained and are
plotted

The plot indicates four breaking points

the 1st and 2nd, 5th and 6th,

categories.

The S-matrix was submitted to a latent

-

between

7th and 8th, and 10th and 11th latent

Table 4.3.2 gives the eigenvalues and percentages
of

variance accounted for by the latent categories
associated with each
eigenvalue.

After solutions for

2,

5,

6,

7,

8,

and 10 latent cate-

gories were examined, it was found that the most
interpretable

results wereobtained when seven latent categories were
extracted.
The ratio of the sum of the extracted eigenvalues to
the number of

items was .54, indicating that the

latent category structure was

comparable to a factor structure that accounted for 54% of the
total variance.

The eigenvalues associated with the seven extracted

latent categories after 37 iteractions were 4.55, 1.27, 1.11, 1.00,
.93,

.77,

and .69.
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Table 4.3.2

Eigenvalues and Percentages of
Variance Accounted
tor by the Latent
Categories
for the Categorization
Data
(n=307)

Latent Category

1
1
e.

J
c

D

O
7
Q
O

Q

lU
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Percent

Eigenvalue

5.15
1.75
1.68
1.53
1.40
1.25
1.24
1.06
1.02
.94
.84
.78
.74
.69
.65
.63
.59
.59
.53

.52
.47
.45
.42
.40
.36
.33

of Variance

19.8
6.7
6.5
5.9
5.4
4.8
4.8
4.1
3.9
3.6
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3

Cumulative
Percent

19.8
26.5
33.0
38.9
44.3
49.1
53.9
58.0
61.9
65.5
68.7
71.7
74.5
77.2
79.7
82.1
84.4
86.7
88.7
90.7
92.5
94.2
95.8
97.3
98.7
100.0
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The item composition of the
latent categories is presented
in Table 4.3.3.
The arbitrary criterion of
.30 was used to indicate a significant item-latent
category loading.
The items of the

solution matrix (the phi-matrix
in equation 3.5) were reordered
in
the table for ease of definitional
clarity of the latent categories.
Only three items

(//I,

//4,

and

//18)

had significant secondary

loadings (i.e., secondary loadings
indicate items that significantly
load on more than one latent
category).

The item statements asso-

ciated with and the interpretive
title of each category are as
follows:

Category

(Clarity of Expectation)

1

- tells

students at the beginning of each class what
they are supposed to learn

//6

#10 - wants students to memorize only important facts
or procedures
#25 - tells students exactly what is expected in their

homework assignments
Category

2

(Aids for Assimilation)

#11 - uses lots of examples when explaining new material
#13 - goes through a method step by step when teaching
the method to students
#14 - introduces a topic in a way that makes students
curious about the new material

#16 - uses drawings, graphs, sketches, pictures, or
films when presenting new material

Category
#2

3

(Review of Course Material)

- reviews

material that was covered the day before

#15 - reviews major points of a typic that was just

covered
#18 - covers material at about the right speed
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Table

4.3.3

Item Loadings on Latent
Categories
(n = 307)

Latent Category NUmber
Items

1

2

3

4

5

5

7

01

24

32

-06

-05

-01

-04

11

-04

-02

03

119

-03

-10

03

-01

-01

27
-06

126

^8

30
-15
06

18

llO"

06
26
-Uo

10

16 uses visual aids
11 uses examples

03
06
00
-04

-04

00

01
-03
-07

-02
05
-03
-01

18 paces instruction
15 reviews major points
2 reviews material

-02
-08
00

24

46
117
124

04
-01
-08

-08
08
-02

33
-05
-03

01
-01
01

20
-15

38
56

-07
06

06
40

11

30
-07

69

-06
16
-09

-03

75-

-11

10 asks to memorize
25 makes homework

expectations clear
6 gives advanced
summary
14 stimulates curiosity
13 is methodical

33
in:?

5F

-08

17 ensures part/wnole

understanding
4 allows disagreement
21 asks aoout reading
material
1 gives hints
9 compares ideas
12 provides for

application

06

28

—v.'o

12

11
-03

-11

05

04
00

-04

107

03
-13
15

-06

23

-03

113

-15

-04

-07

02

-20

05

115

06

-02

-02

-05

-08

-12

144

03

-08

-06

00

02

02

11

75

01

07

00

02

03

-03

95

04

-01

-00
28
-10

16
05

23

-05

-04

-08

03
-10
-05

04
-22
27
-11

-16
02
-06
06

65
86
92
140

07
-07
11
-10

03
-01

08
-05

01
-01

-03
-05

03
00

-06
-04

90
120

22 asks tnought3

provoking questions
seeks different
solutions

8 relates to real life
23 relates interciass

topics
24 speaks clearly
7 is prepared
19 gives verbal rewards
26 is enthusiastic
5

explains why

20 explains why wrong

25

Note: Decimals are omitted; loadings greater than .30

are underlined.

22
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Category
"

(Instructional Interaction)

lllllt^"'

"'^^ ^'^'^^'^

^-'^

~

a question

- asks students to think of different
ways
of
^
solving

#3

problems

~

'° <iisagree with him or her as
to
is good or bad

tltrT
whether something
"

if clans'"''''

''""^ °"

- wants students to memorize
onl^ important facts
or

//lO

procedures

- gives students lots of
chances to solve problems

//12

using methods learned in
class

#17 - makes sure students understand
all the parts of an
Idea when students are trying
to understand the
whole idea
- questions students about the
reading

//21

material

#22 - asks questions that really make
students think

Category

5

(Relevance of Course Material)

- relates what students have just learned to
real

#8

life situations

#23 - relates topics in the course with topics
in other
courses

Category

6

(Presentational Clarity and Enthusiasm)

#4

- allows students to disagree with him or her as to
whether something is good or bad

#7

- seems to be prepared for each class

#18 - covers material at about the right speed
#19 - expresses pleasure when students give a correct

answer
#24 - says things very clearly

#26 - is enthusiastic about the course
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Category
//5

7

(Explanation)

- explains wh^. things are as
they are

#20 - explains

wh^r

wrong answers are wrong

Table 4.3.4 shows the upper
diagonal entries of the omega

W

matrix (see equation 3.5) for
the LPA analysis of the
categorization
data.

An entry in the main diagonal
represents the probability that

a pair of item statements
from that latent category would
be sorted

in the same manifest category
(latent category cohesiveness)

.

The

off-diagonal entries are probabilities
that two item statements
from different latent categories
would be sorted in the same manifest

category (latent category confusions).

All latent category confu-

sions had probabilities less than .20
while the greatest latent and

manifest category correspondence was found
with item #5 and #20
(probability = .61).

Many of the latent categories contained items
that were ob-

viously or superficially associated.

That is, many items containing

the same or very similar active verbs or special
terms tended to

comprise the same latent category.

The following verbs or terms

seemed to account for latent category definition:
Category

1 -

"are suppose to" (#6)

- "wants"

(#10)

- "is expected"

Category

2

- "uses"
- "new

(#11,

(#25)

#16)

material" (#11, #14, #16)
("the method" in #13 can also be interpreted
as "new material")

1
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Table 4.3.4

and Confusions for
Categorization Data
(n=307)

Latent Category Number

Latent Category
Number

1
2

1

.48

2

3

14

18

«44

.18

.15

.42

•

4

5

1
XI

6

7

13

.11

.19

14

.15

.14

.14

12

.13

.27

.13

11

.16

.58

10

.08

34

.15

.

3

4
5
6
7

.61

Note:

Probabilities greater than .20 are
underlined.
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Category

- "covers" or "covered"
- "reviews"

Cate^or^

-

(//2,

(//2,

//15,

(//3,

//9,

//18)

//15)

"asks" or "questions"

#21,

#22)

- "gives (students)", "allows"
or "wants" (all
have a similar meaning)
(#1, #4, #10, #12)

Category

5

Category

6 -

- "relates"

(#8,

#23)

"expresses" or "says" (#19.
#24)

- "pleasure" or "enthusiastic"

share connotations)

Category

7

-

(#19,

(words that may
#26)

"explains" (#5, #20)

It would appear that these
students share implicit theories

of instruction regarding these
particular 26 teaching behaviors,

but only to the extent that they
seemed to have used key words with
the same or similar meaning to
define similar behaviors.

Certainly

there was not a sizeable sharing of
more complex structuring which

would have reflected consideration of
the entire behavior description
on each item statement and of different
levels of instruction.

For

example, an "elaboration" latent category would
likely be composed
of items #5, #8, #9. #20, and #23.

Nevertheless, the fact that the latent categories were readily

identifiable and that the latent structure accounted for 54% of
the total variation in the proportion data suggests that a
sharing

of implicit theories of instruction among the students was found.

The limitation of these implicit theories to basic word meaning and

semantics is not an uncharacteristic result in implicit personality
theory research (cf., Kuusinen, 1969; Schneider, 1973).

.
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Factor An alysis of .Sr.irt»niNonstimulus Ratings of
Frequencie s of Teacher Behaviors
The intercorrelatlons of
the student nonsttaulus
ratings (SNR)
appear In Table 4.3.5.
These correlations are
generally within the
low to .Iddle range with
none significantly negative.
The highest

correlations were found between
Items #5 and ,20 (.47), #11
and #13

(.«), and #13 and #17 (.38).

Item #10 had the lowest
correlations

with other items.
The 26 eigenvalues of the
correlation matrix of the SNR are

plotted in Figure 4.3.2.

Somewhat discemable breaks in the
plot

are seen between the 3rd and
4th, 6th and 7th, and 10th and
11th
factors.

Table 4.3.6 presents the actual
eigenvalues and the

corresponding percentages of variance
accounted for by the successive factors.

After

3,

4,

6,

7,

and 10 factor solutions were

examined, the most interpretable solution
was obtained when four

factors were extracted, accounting for 37%
of the total variance.

Convergence was reached after 12 iterations and the
resulting
eigenvalues for the four factors were 4.72, .95,

.67,

and .49,

indicating the predominance of the first factor (it accounted
for
69% of the common variance)

Table 4.3.7 presents the varimax rotated factor matrix of the
student nonstimulus ratings with significant loadings underlined
(factor loadings above the arbitrary criterion of .30).

Item compo-

sition of factors, based on significant primary loadings, and
interpretive names of factors are as follows:

I
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Table 4.3.6

Eigenvalues and Percentages
of Variance Accounted
tor by the Factors
Underlying
the Student Nonstimulus
Ratings
(n=269)

Eigenvalue

2

1.65
^'^^

I
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
I7
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

1.17
1.16
1.09
1.02
1.02
.96
.89
.86
.85
.79
.74

il
.61
.57
.54
.52
.50
.49
.42
.40
.35

Percent of Variance

^•3
5.3

'TrlZ'
20.8
27.1
32 5
^'

,

r.

4-5
4-5
4-2
3.9
3.9
3.7
3.4
3.3
3.3

3.0
2.8
2.5
2.4
2

2

2

1

2.0
1.9
1.9
1.6
1.5
1.4

41.8
46.2
50.4
54.4
58.3
62.0
65.4
68.7
72.0
75.0

83.0
85.4
87.6
89.7
91.7
93.6
95.5
97.1
98.6
100.0
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Table 4.3.7

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix
for the Student
Nonstimulus Ratings
(n=269)

Factor Number

Item
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

gives hints
reviews material
seeks different solutions
allows disagreement
explains why
gives advanced summary
is prepared
relates to real life
compares ideas
asks to memorize
uses examples
provides for application
is methodical
stimulates curiosity
reviews major points
uses visual aids
ensures parts/whole
understanding
paces instruction
gives verbal rewards
explains why wrong
asks about reading
material
asks thought-provoking
questions
relates interclass topics
speaks clearly
makes homework
expectations clear
is enthusiastic

Note:

1

X

2

3

4

14
10
33

07
14
-02

02
35
33
06
16
44

33
15
35

15
28
09
08
23
06
35
06
05
03
36
33
49
11

25

42
23

jy

45
00
17
43
1

Q

04

15
26
57
39

18
30
17
40

-09
09
10
19
27
42
07
05
08

25

59

-01

48
21

09
34

h2

23
23
20
•JO

22
31

-03
28
31
20
17
03
02
20
13
37

•

27
14
05
28
29
44
18
20
26

24

26
05
11
08

50
30
39
33

09

16

14

06

32

04
17
04

49

04

27

08

-02
48

20
55
14

28
40
26

08

15
23

42
30

17
05

23
25

31

Decimals are omitted; loadings above .30 are underlined.
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Factor

(Elaboration and Interest)

"

'° disagree with him or her
as to
whether something is good
or bad

- explains wh^ things are as they
are

#5

'

Jiff situations
lire

^^^^ j"^^

to real

- gives students lots of chances
to solve problems
using methods learned in
class

//12

#14 - introduces a topic in a way
that makes students
curious about the new material
#19 - expresses pleasure when students
give a correct
answer

#20 - explains wh^ wrong answers are
wrong
#26 - is enthusiastic about the course

Factor

2

(Presentational Organization)

#11 - uses lots of examples when explaining
new material

#13 - goes through a method step by step when
teaching
the method to students
#15 - reviews major points of a topic that was
just
covered
#21 - questions students about tha reading material
#22 - asks questions that really make students think

Factor
#7

3

(Clarity)
- seems to be prepared for each class

#17 - makes sure students understand all the parts of
an idea when students are trying to understand
the whole idea

#24 - says things very clearly
#25 - tells students exactly what is expected in their

homework assignments

81

Facto^
#2

(Framework of Topic)

reviews material that was
covered the day before

#3

problems'"''

'°

°'

'"'^^^"^ ^^^^

°f

-Iving

#6

tells students to think of
different ways of
solving problems

#9

asks students to compare ideas
or methods learned
class

m

#16

uses drawings, graphs, sketches,
pictures, or
films when presenting new material

#23 - relates topics in the course
with topics in other
courses

Item composition of factors was not
according to simple

similarities between terms and word meanings
as it was for the
latent category structure.

Explanation of factors required more

consideration of entire behavior descriptions
than regard for extracted terms or key words.

The result was factor composition that

was more complex than latent category composition.
In order to assess the similarity between category
and factor

composition of items, a category by factor crosstabulation of
same
item ratings was generated and appears in Table 4.3.8.

As the table

indicates, for six of the seven latent categories, item ratings were

dispersed across at least two factors.

Both items of Category

7

adhered to one factor; however, they were conjoined by eight other
item ratings in defining that factor.
In order to force more similarity between the two sets of

latent dimensions, the same number of factors as latent categories

82

Table 4.3.8
''^^ ^"^^"^^

°'
Latent Categories
""""^anf^'f
and in Four Student
Nonstimulus Rating Factors

(Total number of significant
loadings
IS indicated in
parenthesis)

.

^
,
Latent
category

1

2

3
4

-

Student Nonstimulus Rptina
1

2

(ip)

(3)

(3)

(4)

1

(3)

3

v.^^^^j.

7—
^^Lo„^^

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

(9)

3

5

(2)

1

6

(6)

3

1

7

(2)

2

1

1
3
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were extracted for comparison.

Table A.3.9

give, the results of
the category by factor
crosstabulatlon for equal number
of dimen-

sions.

Item dispersion from latent
categories to multiple factors
tended to increase.

Apparently, when these students
assigned nonstimulus ratings
to teachers according to
their perceptions of the
frequency of

teaching behaviors, they were
considering more than similarity of
key word meaning (indeed, if
they were considering it at all).
Nevertheless, a latent structure
still emerged out of the student nonstimulus ratings.

Although the structure accounted for
less

than half of the total variance,
it indicated that these students

share some perceptions about the
similarity in the frequency of

certain teaching behaviors.

Implicit theories of instruction,

therefore, with a frequency component
added, seemed to be shared
to some extent by these students.

4.4

Do Implicit Theories Approximate
Factors Underlying Student Ratings
of Secondary School Teachers?

Factor Analysis of the Student
Stimulus Ratings of Teaching
Behaviors
Based on the 70 x 26

teacher x item data matrix, with the

student mean item rating for each element, intercorrelations among
the items were obtained and are presented in Table 4.4.1.

These

correlations were generally much higher than those for the student
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Table 4.3.9

^"^^^^^
''anrin%''''°^r'/'""
and in Seven Student Nonstimulus Latent Categories

Rating Factors
(Total number of significant
loadings
IS indicated in
parenthesis)
Student Nonstimulus Rating Fact
;or
e

Latent
category

1

(3)

2

(4)

3

(3)

4

(9)

5

(2)

6

(6)

7

(2)

1

2

3

4

5

(8)

(11)

(5)

(5)

(2)

1

11
1111
12
1

2

2

1
4

2

4

1

2

1

7

(3)

(J)

^oadl
Loading

^sii^lPbsi

J^I^ISISIS
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SI
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nonstl.ulus ratings probably for
one

n,aln reason:

.uch of the
rando. error In the student
stimulus ratings was cancelled
out when
means were computed. The
higher correlations occurred
between the

M-M

(.81), *11-#13 (.30),
>jv/, and
•,
V
dna ifiti~;ui*
#18-//?i (.80)
r anl
Item
pairs.

#10 and

//16

Items

had the lowest correlations
with other items.

The correlation matrix was
analyzed and eigenvalues computed
and plotted (see Figure 4.4.1).

between factors six and seven.

A significant break seemed to be
Table 4.4.2 presents the eigenvalues

and the percentages of variance
accounted for by the factors.

tions for 4.

5,

6,

and

7

Solu-

factors were examined and it was found

that when four factors were extracted,
the most interpretable and

parsimonious results were obtained.

These four factors accounted

for almost 71% of the total variance

-

a rather substantial accounting.

Final solution converged after 10 iterations
and eigenvalues for the
four factors were 12.2, 2.5, 1.3, and .88.
The varimax solution of the factor analysis of the
student

stimulus ratings and item commonalities appear in Table
4.4.3.

The

interpretive names of factors and their item composition (deter-

mined by primary loadings above .50 for ease of interpretation) were
as follows:

Factor 1
(Presentational Clarity)
#7
?/ll

#12
#13
#17

- is prepared
- uses examples
- provides for application
- is methodical
- ensures parts/whole

understanding
#18 - paces instruction
#20 - explains why wrong
#24 - speaks clearly

Factor 2
(Review and Interaction)
#2
#4

- reviews material
- allows disagreement

- explains why
- relates to real life
//15 - reviews major points
//19 - gives verbal rewards
#21 - asks about reading material

#5

//8

#25 - makes homework expectations

clear
#26 - is enthusiastic

87
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Table 4.4.2

Eigenvalues and Percentages
of Variance Accounted
for by the Factors
Underlying
the Student Stimulus
Ratings
(n=70)

Factor

1
2
3

^
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
1^
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Eieenvalnp
ii-igenvalue
12.51
2.76
1.72
1.36
1.12
.99
.70
.62
.59
.47
.42
.36
.34
.29
.27
.21
.21
.20
.17
.14

.14
.12
.10
.08
.07
.06

d
Percent

.

of Variance

^8.1
10.6
6-6
5.2
^•3
3.8
2.7
2.4
2.3
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.3

Li
1.0
.8
.8
.8
.7

.6
.5
.4
.4
.3
.3
.2

Cumulative
Percent
48.1
58.7
65.3
70.5
74.8
78.6
81.3
83.7
86.0
87.8
89.4
90.8
92.1
93.2
94.2
95.1
95.9
96.6
97.3
97.9
98.4
98.8
99.2
99.5
99^8
100.0
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Table 4.4.3

Varimax Rotated Factor
Matrix for the
Student Stimulus Ratings
(n=70)

Factor Number

Item
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

gives hints
44
reviews material
35
seeks different solution; 3 35
allows disagreement
13
explains why
i2
gives advanced summary
42
is prepared
66
relates to real life
19
compares ideas
25
asks to memorize
04
uses examples
87
provides for application oy
is methodical
81
stimulates curiosity
41
reviews major points
26
uses visual aids
07
ensures parts/whole
understanding
79
paces instruction
72
gives verbal rewards
explains why wrong
69
asks about reading
material
-28
asks thought-provoking
questions
JLZ
relates interclass topics 16
speaks clearly
66
makes homework
expectations clear
21
is enthusiastic
A2

Note:

M

25
55
32

80
60
07
29
68

21

-32

08
58
08
31
46
15

47

on
26
17

57

-06
-01

59

60

07

-04
09

4?

^ ~j

14
26
01
52

15
33

14
05

A3

50
OJ

DO
bo
63
43
54
83
77
80
67
7ft

85
07

03

02
21

21

A3

19

21

44
28

05

84
24

53

-SO

-13
-00

12

15

20

86
71
76
78

65

Ji3

-16

64

20

61
73

09
15

J4

A2

-30

76
63
81

57
66

07

04
12

37
75

Decimals are omitted; loadings above .30 are underlined.

.
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Factor 3
(Extensxon)

factor 4 (Items with signif leant loadings
above .30)
(Instructional Aids)

seeks different solutions
compares ideas
stimulates curiosity
asks tho^oh^-...„.J._
thought-provoking
"
questi(
questions
#23 - relates
elates interclass
topics
#3
#9

#14 #22 -

Only Factors 1 and

3

Vii

^^^'^^
"
"
erial
" Pi^°vides for applicati
}?
I
" ^rme^H^ni::.
methodical

l]

L

7/ ™f

^'""^^

"

^^'^ s

seemed to reflect theoretical
clarity.

The other two factors were
less defined in that their item
composition was an admixture of items
representing different modes or
levels of instruction.

Congruen ce Between Student Nonstimulus
Ratings (SNR) and Student Stimulus
Ratings (SSR) of Teaching Behaviors
The Kaiser et al. procedure follows the
fundamental model for

factor congruence, AT=B, where A in this comparison,
is the SSR
factor matrix, B is the SNR factor matrix, and T is
a transformation

matrix which maximizes the similarity of item vectors between
the two
factor sets.

Table 4.4.4 lists the cosines of the angles between the

26 corresponding item pairs.

The average cosine of .83 indicates

that item similarity was moderate.

Item

//21

in the two sets of data

apparently cannot be interpreted as the same item for the two groups.
Item similarity was less a problem for item #25, but similarity in
this case also cannot be assumed.

Similarity between corresponding

Items was not a problem for the remaining 24 items.

them in fact had high similarity (cosine 9^^

proached identity (#17 and #18)

>

.90)

Fourteen of
and two ap-

A

91
Table

4. 4.

Cosines between the 26
Pairs of Item Ratings
for the Student Stimulus
and Nonstimulus Ratings
Item

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Cosine

.81
.78

Item

10

Cosine

.90

Item

Jm

J

Cosine

•

91

11

.71

20

12

.79

21

13

.94

22

fin

14

.93

23

.92

15

.79

24

.84

16

.74

25

.46

.94

17

.99

26

.93

.93

18

.96

.88
.87

.91
.91

.93

Average Cosine = .83

Q

92

Since the average cosine
was above at least the
lenient
criterion of .75, it was
appropriate to proceed with the
congruence
analysis of the factors. The
results appear in Table 4.4.5.
The
correlations (cosines) in the
table indicate congruence
between one
pair of factors (nu^er
2 factors) under the
stringent criterion and
one pair (SSR-3 and SNR-4)
under the lenient criterion.
The high
negative cosine of the angle
between the first factors of both
sets

suggests that they were mirror
images of one another and that a

bipolarization existed across the two
factors.

That is, items with

high loadings on SSR-1 had low
or negative loadings on SNR-1 and
vice
versa.
A similar result was obtained
for SSR-4 and SNR-3, though
the negative relationship was less
strong.

The method of congruence

used in this study precluded the
identification of the item composition of these factors.

An explanation of these results in terms

of factor definitional comparisons,
therefore, cannot be offered.

Notwithstanding, the null hypothesis,

H„:
°

cos

e

ns

<

.85

which is interpreted to mean there is no congruence between
main
factor pairs (four pairs) underlying the student nonstimulus
and

stimulus ratings was rejected one of four times.

93

Table 4.4.5

elations between Student
Stimulus
and Nonstimulus Factors
Student Non
Q
i-'V^iiO

Student Stimulus
Rating Factors

1
2

3

4

1

-.91
.18

t~
I-

? TTIl 1 1 1 1 o
J.UiLlJ.vlS

Kating Factors

z

3

4

.26

-.14

.28

.85**

-.33

.36

-.35

-.10

.44

-.11

-.44

-.82

*Correlation meets the lenient criterion
(cos Q
**Correlation meets the stringent criterion
(cos

>
6

.75).
.85).

>

.82*
.34

94
A.

5

Do Factors Underlying
Student
Ratings Approximate Actual
Patterns of Instructional
Behaviors Being Rated?

Factor An alysis of the Observpr
Ratings o f Teaching Behaviors
Based on the 70x26 teacher
x item data matrix, with the
ob-

server mean item rating across
the 10 observations for each
element,

Intercorrelations among the items were
obtained and are presented in
Table 4.5.1. Highest correlations
were between item pairs #5-#ll
(.81).

//7-//18

(.83). //11-#13 (.83),

and #21-#22 (.84).

//13-//17

(.88),

//19-//26

(.83),

Item #16 had the lowest correlations,
and though

its reliability estimate (.48)
was among the lowest for the observer

ratings, the low correlations were
not necessarily due to only the

low reliability of the item.

Other items with lower reliabilities

had many substantial and statistically
significant correlations
(items #2, #6,

//9.

and #15).

Plot of the factors resulting from the factor
analytic reduction of the correlation matrix is shown in Figure
4.5.1 and associated

eigenvalues and percentages of variance accounted for by
these factors
are presented in Table 4.5.2.

The figure shows that the principal

break in the plot was between the 3rd and 4th factors.
4 factor solutions were examined,

After

3

and

it was found that most interpretable

results were obtained when four factors were extracted.

Final solu-

tion, which was obtained after eight iterations, yielded eigenvalues

for the four factors of 13.04, 2.49,

.92,

.78.

The final struc-

ture accounted for almost 72% of the total variance.
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Table A. 5.

Eigenvalues and Percentages
of Variance Accounted
for by Factors Underlying
the Observer Ratings
(n=70)

Factor

Eieenval.if.
^^jo^genvalue

.

1
2
3
^
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
1^
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

13.33
2.81
1.41
1.09
.98
.86
.73
.65
.58
.53
.42
.39
.35
.33
.26
.21

.20
.19
.14
.12
.09
.09
.08
.07
.05
.04

.
d
Percent
of Variance

51.3
10.8
5.4
^.2
3.8
3.3
2.8
2.5
2.2
2.1
1.6
1.5
1.^
1.3
1.0
.8

.8
.7
•5

.5
\l
.3
.3
.3
.2
.2

Cumulative
Percent
51.3
62.1
67.5
71.7
75.5
78.8
81.6
84.1
86.3
88.4
90.0
91.5
92.8
94.1
95.1
95.9
96.7
97.4
97.9
98.4
98.7
99.1
99.4
99.7
99.8
100.0
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Table 4.5.3 presents the
Varivax rotated factor matrix
of the
Observer ratings and
associated Ite. co^nunalltles
Twenty of the
.

26 Items had co^nunalltles greater
than their respective reliability

estimates, an Indication
that their reliabilities
were probably
underestimates. This statement
follows from the relationship
communal ity
1

'total

common

^

^specific

^error

reliability

Three of the differences were
greater than .30

(//6,

#9,

and

//23)

and

an additional six were greater
than .20 (#5, #7, #13, #17, #18,
and
#20).

The communalities were generally
substantial with at least

50% of each item variance accounted for
by the four factors except

in the case of four items
(#12, #15, #16, and #25).

Definitions of the factors according to
items whose loadings

were above .51 (this cut-off was set
for ease of interpretation)
and interpretive factor names are as
follows:

Factor 1
(General Non-expositional
Instruction)
#1
//3

- gives hints
- seeks different solutions
- allows disagreement
- relates to real life

#4
#8
#9
- compares ideas
#14 - stimulates curiosity

#19 - gives verbal rewards
#21 - asks about reading material
#22 - asks thought-provoking
questions
#23 - relates interclass topics
#26 - is enthusiastic

Factor 2
(Expositional Skills)

#2
#5
#10
#11
#12
#13
#17

-

#18 #20 -

reviews material
explains why
asks to memorize
uses examples
provides for application
is methodical
ensures parts/whole
understanding
paces instruction
explains why wrong
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Table 4.5.3

Varimax Rotated Factor
Matrix for the
Observer Ratings
(n=70)

Factor Number

Item
h2

gives hints
52
reviews material
12
3 seeks different
solutions
66
allows disagreement
81
explains why
53"
gives advanced summary 30
is prepared
31
8 relates to real life
77
9 compares ideas
67
10 asks to memorize
Ts
11 uses examples
31
12 provides for
application
04
13 is methodical
09
14 stimulates curiosity
62
39^
15 reviews major points
16 uses visual aids
14
17 ensures parts/whole
understanding
22
18 paces instruction
44
19 gives verbal rewards
71
54^
20 explains why wrong
21 asks about reading
material
64
22 asks thought-provoking
questions
77
23 relates interclass
topics
62
24 speaks clearly
_39
25 makes homework
expectations clear
24
26 is enthusiastic
81
1

2

Note

:

52
60

21
70
49
64

-01
50
65
77
61
92
IZ.

34
-05

02

13

36.

-05

30
-01
09

-00

56
51

16
-10
10
17

64
72
85
57
94
67
76
66
74

55

18
25
33
02
12

42
92
70
45
34

44
16
21
24
46
14

-14

12
28
42

13
13
22
65.

82
54
21
70

17
25
14

25
50
13

-04

-07

82
79
58
79

_43

12

13

62

38

14

21

80

21
32

18
21

12
55

52
60

hi

40

31

26

03
18

40
85

Decimals are omitted; loadings above .30 are underlined.
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Factor 3
(Instructional Aids \Jsas&)
usage;
#16 - uses visual aids

^
r-o

-

(Presentational Clarity)
jn
If/

- is prepared

#2A - speaks clearly

Clarity of these factors was
not to the degree one might
expect of criterion dimensions.

interpreted as a general factor.

Factor 1 might even be
Such results could be an indication

of the presence of systematic
errors such as are due to halo and

leniency effects (Doyle, 1975;
Guilford, 1954).

At the same time,

these results do not appear to
have been caused by the application
of observers' implicit theories
of instruction, since such an appli-

cation would usually yield very clearly
defined dimensions (Schneider,
1973).

(Note:

It may be recalled that definitional
clarity of

student rating factors was one of the principal
reasons why the use
of implicit theories in the student ratings
was suspected.

Chapter II.)

See

Therefore, for purposes of this study, the observer

rating factors seemed yet to be appropriate criterion
dimensions.

Congruence Analysis of Student
Stimulus (SSR) and Observer (GBR)
Ratings Factors

From the basic formula, AT=B, the GBR factor matrix was post-

multiplied by a transformation matrix so that item vectors between
SSR and GBR factor pattern matrices were as similar as possible.

Cosines of angles between corresponding items for the two sets are
listed in Tables 4.5.4 and suggest that the items were generally

quite similar.

Sixteen of the 26 corresponding item pairs were
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Table 4.5.4

Cosines between the 26 Pairs
of Item Ratings
tor the Student Stimulus
and Observer
Ratings of 70 Teachers

Item

Cosine

R7

1
2

3

•

•

oo

Item

Cosine

Item

Cosinp

10

.61

19

.94

11

.93

20

.95

12

.83

21

.61

4

.87

13

.98

22

5

.93

14

1.00

23

74

6

.95

15

.75

24

.91

7

.92

16

.81

25

.65

8

.97

17

.93

26

.95

9

.90

18

.93

Average Cosine = .87
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highly similar and one oalr
,
pair (ihA\
a;i4) appeared
to have been identical.
The cosines of zne
the angles
anelPQ between
K^f-r,^
c
four corresponding pairs
(#10,
#21,

#23,

and #25) did not
uuc meet fhp
lo^-i
.
the lenient
criterion, but they

were not necessarily dissimilar
either.
The average cosine indicated
that continuation of the congruence analysis of the two
sets of factors was quite appropriate.
The results appear in Table
4.5.5.

Under the stringent criterion,

one pair of factors was congruent
(SSR-2 and OBR-1) while the con-

gruence index for the number

3

factors met the lenient criterion.

The moderate to high negative
cosine of the angle between SSR-4 and

OBR-2 and between SSR-1 and OBR-4
suggests a bipolar dimension across
each of the two pairs of corresponding
factors.

The null hypothesis,
Hq:

cos

<

.85

which is interpreted to mean there is no congruence
between main
factor pairs (four pairs) underlying the student
stimulus and ob-

server ratings was rejected one of four times.

4.6

Which Set of Approximations
Represents the Closest Fit?
The SNR/SSR (student nonstimulus versus student stimulus ratings

factors) congruence indices were compared to the SSR/OBR (student

stimulus versus observer ratings factors) indices to determine which
set of congruence indices represented the closest fit.

It may be

recalled that greater congruence between the first sets of factors than
what is found between the second sets of factors would indicate that
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Table 4.5.5

Correlations between Student
Stimulus
and Observer Rating Factors
Observer Rating Factors
Student Stimulus
Rating Factors

1
2
3

4

1

-.09
.87**

2

3

4

-.43

-.24

-.86

-.23

-.41

.14

.46

.07

-.15

-.87

*Correlation meets lenient criterion (cos 9
**Correlation meets stringent criterion (cos

.83*
.30

>
9

.75).
.85).

>

-.32
.37
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student ratings tended to
reflect i.pUeit theories
students share
about instruction .ore
than they reflect actual
behavior covariation.
The SSR factors provided
the basis for the
comparisons. Congruence
indices of the relevant factor
pairs are provided in Table 4.6.1.
Based on the conditions for
rejecting the null hypothesis
Hq:

cos

<

cos e^g

which were stated in sect
-fnn
section
on two of four comparisons.
quite weak.

J. a
4,

t-u^
the

1 1
u
null
hypothesis can be rejected

These two differences, however, were

In addition, under the same
hypothesis and conditions

regarding the indices of item similarity
(the average cosines) the

null hypothesis can be rejected once
again.
These comparisons tend to suggest that
the factors underlying
the student stimulus ratings of the
70 teachers reflected the actual

covariation of instructional behaviors of those
teachers only a
little more than they reflected the implicit
theories of instruction
shared by students.

4.7

Are Students' Shared Implicit
Theories Valid in Terms of Their
Proximity to Real World Covariation
of Instructional Behaviors?
The observer rating factor pattern matrix was postmultiplied

by a transformation matrix to achieve maximum item vector similarity

with item vectors of the student nonstimulus rating factor pattern
matrix.

The indices of item similarity determined after this
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Table 4.6.1

Correlations Between Student
Stimulus Rating Fact ors
and Factor Pairs Underlying
Each Set of sLdJnt
Nonstimulus and Observer Ratings

^34

Student Stimu lus Rating Factoi
)rs

Student Nonstimulus
Rating Factor

Observer Rating
Factor

Average
Cosine

-.91

.85

.82

-.82

.83

-.86

•87

.83

-.87

.87

.
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rotation are listed in Table
4.7.1.

The average cosine (.86)

indicates that corresponding
items of the two sets of data
had
generally moderate to high
similarity.
The indices of three item
pairs (#16,

and #23)

#22,

did not meet the lenient
criterion,

but were still not necessarily
dissimilar (that is, cosines did
not approach zero). Thirteen
of the item pairs were highly
similar
and three items (#1. #8, and
#13) were almost identical to their
counterparts.

The average cosine indicated
that it was quite

appropriate to proceed with the congruence
analysis of the factors.
The final results appear in Table
4.7.2.
Only one factor pair (OBR-1 and SNR-4)
met the lenient criterion
and one pair (OBR-2 and SNR-3) approached
it.

A tendency for bi-

polarization was also apparent across factors OBR-4
and SNR-2 as
indicated by the negative cosine whose absolute
value approached the

lenient criterion.
Failure to reject the null hypothesis.

H

"

:

cos

e

no

<

.85,

however, occurred on all four counts of main factor pair comparisons
Generally, the latent structure underlying the student nonstimulus

ratings (the structure that represented students' shared implicit
theories) did not cohere well with the latent structure underlying
the observer mean ratings (the structure that represented real world

covariation of instructional behavior)
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Table 4.7.1

Cosines between the 26 Pairs
of Item Ratings
for the Observer and
Student
Nonstimulus Ratings
Item

Cosine

Item

Cosine

1

.99

10

.80

2

.91

11

.92

3

.92

12

.82

4
5
6
7

8
9

yj

Item

Cosine

.

/o

13

.98

22

.59

.94

14

.94

23

.61

.86

15

.78

24

.85

.87

16

.67

25

.82

.98

17

.94

26

.82

.78

18

.91

.

Average Cosine = .86
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Table 4.7.2

ations between Observer and
Student
Nonstimulus Rating Factors
Student Nonstimulus Rating
Factors

Observer Rating
Factors

1
2

3
4

1

2

3

4

.28

.54

.64

.16

-.44

-.37

.59

.57

.57

-.74

-.:^8

.24

-.20
.74^

Correlation approaches lenient criterion (cos 9
> .75).
*Correlation meets lenient criterion (cos 6 > .75).

.77*

-.16

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUDING REMARKS
5.1

Conclusions
There is some evidence to suggest
that college students share

some perceptions about the
co-occurrence of instructional behaviors

and may use these shared perceptions,
called implicit theories of
instruction, when rating teacher behaviors.

This study was designed

to investigate if implicit theories
were similarly shared by secondary

school students and, if so, to determine the
relative influence

these theories may have on student ratings of
secondary school
teachers.

The research methods used were designed to address five

major questions and the results obtained provided for some
evidence
for making certain conclusions.

Do Secondary School Students
Share Implicit Theories of
Instruction?
Based on the analysis of the data from the students who

performed the task of categorizing teaching behaviors, it seems
that secondary school students have some implicit theories in

common with respect to certain aspects of instruction.

These data

seemed to be quite reliable and the results were interpretable and
stable.

However, the shared structure among these students tended
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to be Simplistic in nature
and had little resemblance
to the implicit

theories held by these same
students when a perception of
frequencyof-teaching-behavior component was
added.
Apparently, when students
rate the general teacher on
a frequency-labelled scale,
they consider more than just key words
or terms in the item statements,
if
they consider these at all,
in making their rating decisions.

Re-

collection of frequency of teaching
behaviors did not seem to be
related to the semantic
classification of those same behaviors.
This
point is significant in view of
Whitely and Doyle's remarks (1976)
.

concerning "trait usage" in student
ratings.

These students did

not seem to use or apply their
shared semantic structure of teaching

behaviors in order to assess behavioral
frequency.

Do Students' Implicit Theories
Approximate Factors Under lying Student Ratings of
Teacher Behaviors?

When factors underlying the student nonstimulus ratings
were
compared to those underlying the student stimulus ratings of
the 70
teachers, little congruence was found.

The result of this comparison

suggests that the students who rated the 70 teachers did so more on
the basis of other information than on the implicit theories they

may have shared with the nonstimulus group.

Of course, the signifi-

cance of this result depends upon the similarity of the two samples
of students (see below).

Apparently, not only do students' per-

ceived patterns of behavior similarity have little in common with
their perceived patterns of behavior frequency, but also, these

Ill

patterns, 1„ ,„n. have

U„U

reseeblance to the underlying
pattern
of their perceptions
of teaching behavior
frequency of actual
teachers.

Students .ay separata
out the requirements of
each
ratings task and proceed
P oceed diff(^r^c^^^-^
differently according to those
requirements.

Do Factors Underlying S^nH.^^
Ratings Approximate Actual

Pattern s of Instructional
Behaviors that Were Rated?
A comparison between the
student stimulus rating factors
and
the observer rating factors
indicated mixed levels of congruence
between the two sets. Moderate
levels of congruence were found along
two dimensions while incongruence
was found on two others. This
result suggests that actual student
rating factors tend to be only

modest representations of true
patterns of teaching behavior covariation and perhaps in some cases
polar opposites of those patterns.
The tenability of this conclusion
resides in the assumption regarding
the truer depiction of behavior
co-occurrence by the observer ratings.

Similarity of corresponding items was rather
substantial, indicating
that the perceptions of item meaning and of
frequency rating was

probably the same for both groups of raters.

This latter finding

provides more convincing evidence of the construct
validity of

secondary school student ratings.
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Which Set of Approx^Ina^^^n^
Represe nts the Closest Fit?
Congruence indices of the two
factorial comparisons were
themselves compared (i.e.. the
congruence indices between the sets
of factors underlying,
separately, the student nonstimulus
and

stimulus ratings were compared
with the congruence indices
between
the sets of factors underlying,
separately, the student stimulus
ratings and observer ratings).
The student stimulus/observer

rating factors were only a little
more congruent, suggesting that

secondary school students tend to
be only slightly more influenced
by actual covariation of teaching
behaviors than they are influenced
by implicit theories they may share
about instruction when assigning
ratings for stimulus persons.

These findings provide little evidence to
support the construct validity of student ratings in terms
of the closer proximity
of their underlying dimensions to criterion
dimensions than to

dimensions representing students' implicit theories.
also suggest that the terms
Ajj(x|y)

may be important since covariation of

hO:\Y)
X^^^^

raters did not replicate the covariation of

These results

Larson's model

and Y^^g for the student
X^.^.^^

and Y^j-ue

estimated by X^^^ and Y^^^ for the observers) to an appreciable
degree.
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Are Studen ts' Implic it TheoriPs
Vali d in Terms of Their Proximi
rv
to Real World Covariation
of
Instructional Behaviors?
The validity of students'
implicit theories of instruction was
examined by comparing the student
nonstimulus rating factors with
the observer rating factors.
Congruence between the two sets of

factors was low, which tends
to suggest that students' implicit
theories of instruction are not
likely to reflect actual patterns of

teaching behavior covariation
characteristic of the population of

secondary school teachers of major
academic subjects.

This statement,

however, is suggestive only to the
extent that the assumptions

regarding the representativeness of the
teacher sample and the accuracy of the observer ratings are both valid.

5.2

Assumptions and Limitations

Assumptions
Three major assumptions in this investigation pertained to
the criterion group data, the observer ratings.

First, it was

assumed that these ratings reflected "true" instructional behavior

more accurately than did the ratings from students for the same
sample of teachers.

This assumption did not suggest the invalidity

of student ratings, it merely provided a framework for comparing

student ratings with ratings that could function as a criterion.
The argument for this assumption was stated in Chapter II.
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Second, it was assumed that
the 10 situations in which
teachers
were observed were representative
of the .ore than 150
instructional

situations in which the students
observed these same individual
teachers.
There are two issues which
threatened the tenability of
this assumption:
fects.

Stability of teaching behaviors
and reactive ef-

It was pointed out that
instructional situations probably

do not change dramatically over
time at the secondary school level

(Ryans, 1963), and that there is
some stability and consistency of

general behavior patterns in one person
over time (cf.. Canter
Mischel, 1979).

&

However, Rowley (1978) found that the
rate of

improved reliability of observer ratings
was greater when frequency
of observation was increased and total
observation time was held

constant under both conditions.

The other threat to the representa-

tiveness of the observations is referred to as the
reactive effect;
that is, subjects' observed behavior in the natural
setting may not

have represented the unobserved behavior because of the
intrusiveness
of the observer (Johnson & Bolstad, 1973).

Of the four factors

described by Johnson and Bolstad as influences on reactivity (1973),

"rationale for observations" is probably the most important one for
teachers.

Part of the protocol that was developed for the conduct

of the observations in this study was an explanation to the teachers

that the results of the observations were strictly for research

purposes and would not be available to administrative staff.

The

assumption of representativeness in this study refers to the
representativeness of the mean item rating used in the analyses of
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the ratings data; that is,
the mean item rating based
on the 10

observations was an unbiased
estimate of the population mean of
all
behaviors which were categorized
in the item statement, which were
demonstrated by any particular
teacher, and which were observed by
the students who rated the
particular teacher.
Third, the relative independence
of the observer ratings was
assumed.

That is, the frequency rating
assigned by an observer on

any particular item for any particular
teacher was not dependent on
the ratings on any other item and for
any other teacher.

In addition,

an observer's ratings were independent
of other observers' ratings.

This assumption certainly related to the
conditional probability
terms in Larson's model,
Aj^(xIy)

Aj(x|Y)(see Chapter II).

As

mentioned earlier, the group of trained observers was
expected to
be less influenced by such systematic biases than
untrained' groups
(students) would be.

Similarly, the additional in-service training

of observers should have served to minimize their propensities

toward systematic biases.
It was further assumed that the sample of 70 teachers repre-

sented the population of teachers providing instruction in major
academic, non-remedial, and non-honors courses in large public

school systems.

Limitations
One limitation of this study was the possible lack of repre-

sentativeness of the group of students (the nonstimulus group) who
performed the categorization task.

This group was not a subsample
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of the group of the larger
student sample.

A good deal of effort

was made to secure a sample
of students who were as
similar as
possible to the students who
rated the 70 teachers.

In spite of

many external restrictions
imposed upon the sampling
procedure, and
with the exception of ethnic

minority representation, the two
groups

were probably quite similar.

To what extent this sampling
problem

threatens the validity of this
study is presently unknown.

Another limitation was perhaps the
size of the teacher sample.
The alternative extremes were
large sample, small number of obser-

vations per teacher or very small
sample and large number of observations.

Seventy teachers and 10 observations
seemed to be a

reasonable compromise.

Also, in light of the above discussion,

regarding the reliability of observations,
it was felt that 10 was
a minimum number of observations to
be made per teacher in order to

maximize the reliability of observer ratings.

A total of 700 ob-

servations seemed to be within the range of feasibility.

5.3

Areas for Further Research
Four particularly interesting questions were raised that per-

tain to this study.

First, on what dimensions are student ratings

consistent with reality and on what dimensions are they at variance

with true patterns of teaching behaviors?

Second, are implicit

theories different for different student populations (e.g., males
vs.

females, blacks vs. whites, low achievers vs. high achievers)?

Third, what would the latent categories be if students were directed
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to sort the teaching
behavior descriptions according
to the fre-

quency of the behaviors?

Finally, would the results of
this study

be replicated if extraneous
variation due to the presence of the
observers and due to behavioral
deviations of teachers were experi-

mentally controlled?

A .ore precise design which would
accomplish

this control, though extremely
difficult to implement on any large
scale, would be identical
situations observed by students and pro-

fessional observers with the implicit
theories of the students

previously identified.

5.4

Contribution of the Study

This study augments considerably the information
available from
factor analytic studies pertaining to secondary
school student ratings
of instructional behavior.

At the same time, the results of this

study are mixed and provide little support of the
construct validity
of secondary school student ratings of instruction.

The students

seem to have enough percept iveness to make distinctions
between actual

frequencies of various teaching behaviors along some dimensions, but
not necessarily along others.

It would seem that these dimensions

should be identified before student ratings are used even for

diagnostic considerations which lead to major efforts to Improve
instruction.

This is not to suggest that teachers cannot obtain

some valuable information based on ratings by their students.

It

merely suggests that perhaps other sources of information should also
be used to identify strengths and weaknesses of classroom teachers

before those teachers attempt significant behavior modifications.

The results of this
Investigation especially calls into
question the use of secondary
school student ratings for
administrative purposes.

Though such uses are still
few, they are never-

theless present in some public
school systems.

It would seem that

if these ratings are to
be used as formal evaluations
of teachers,

they should be done so with
extreme caution and justifiable skepticism.

This practice, however, is
presently not recommended.

In light of the results of
this study and of the potential

abuses by some who would entrust
unwarranted confidence in the

accuracy of secondary school student
ratings of classroom teachers,
it seems reasonable and necessary
to keep the burden of proof of

the validity of these ratings on those
who advocate their use.
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APPENDIX A
List of Teaching Behaviors
and

actions for the Administration of
the
Categorization Task

LIST OF TEACHING
BEHAVIORS
A

TEACHER

,

.

.

1.

2.

REVIEWS MATERIAL THAT WAS
COVERED THE DAY BEFORE
°'

so^v,^J"Ke;^

""^''"^

0^

-

^0^^22lTSJ^"IS;iT;?«^'?f1o^^-iJ"BXi»
5.

EXPLAINS yim THINGS ARE AS
THEY ARE

7.

SEEMS TO BE PREPARED FOR EACH
CLASS

^'

^'

RlAr^LIFf^lTSiy^^KI^

JearneJ'?n"JuIs

'''' ''''

'^""'"'^

^0

°' ^'"'^^''^

MEMORIZE QNLI IMPORTANT
FACTS nI^oo!^IL^°
OR PROCEDURES

lilrL^^J^
MATERIAL

EXAMPLES WHEN EXPLAINING NEW

12.

GIVES STUDENTS LOTS OF CHANCES TO
SOLVE
PROBLEMS USING METHODS LEARNED IN CLASS

1^'

GOES THROUGH A METHOD STEP BY STEP WHEN
TEACHING THE METHOD TO STUDENTS

14.

INTRODUCES A TOPIC IN A WAY THAT MAKES STUDENTS
CURIOUS ABOUT THE NEW MATERIAL

15.

REVIEWS MAJOR POINTS OF A TOPIC THAT
WAS JUST COVERED

16.

USES DRAWINGS. GRAPHS. SKETCHES, PICTURES.
OR FILMS WHEN PRESENTING NEW MATERIAL

17.

MAKES SURE STUDENTS UNDERSTAND ALL THE
PART? OF AN IDEA WHEN STUDENTS ARE TRYING
TO UNDERSTAND THE WHOLE IDEA

18.

COVERS MATERIAL AT ABOUT THE RIGHT SPEED

19.

EXPRESSES PLEASURE WHEN STUDENTS GIVE
A CORRECT ANSWER

EXPLAINS mil WRONG ANSWERS
ARE WRONG

QUESTIONS STUDENTS ABOUT THE
READING MATERIAL
ASKS QUESTIONS THAT REALLY
MAKE STUDENTS THINK

SmJ'colRSEs"

' '''''' '''' ''''''

SAYS THINGS VERY CLEARLY

TELLS STUDENTS EXACTLY WHAT
THEIR HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS
IS

IS

ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT A COURSE

EXPECTED

IN
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Directions for the Administration
of the
Categorization Task
Say to the students:
^° ^
list of irlLl^^
Reaching behaviors
are eJvin^
:nd

-

I- f-°nt of you is a
things that teachers do when Jhey

^loT-:^^^ fj^istd!--

(wait until all students have
read the list)

Are there any questions about
what these descriptions mean?
(pause)

^T

°^
^
^^^^ ^^^^ ^as one of the
statemlnt.ir
statements
describing T""^
the teaching behaviors you just
read.
The
""PP^^
""^^^ ^^y^hing except
f
^
tridPHMf^'^n'^'^^
to
Identify the item easily.
&

(give example)

What I would like you to do is to place these
cards in
different stacks according to how similar you
think the behaviors
are.
That is, any one stack of cards would
represent the descriptions of teaching behaviors you think go
together.
If there is
an item on a card you think doesn't fit with
any other item, then
It IS all right to have that card by itself.
It would be a stack

of 1 card.

For example, suppose you had four traits:
1.
2.
3.

4.

is
is
is
is

nice
understanding
friendly
mean

,

^^^^^^ °^ b°a^d)

If you were sorting these four items according to how similar you
thought they were, some of you might put //I and #3 (point to items)
together because you thought being nice was very similar to being
friendly. Also, "is mean" doesn't seem to go with the other items
so you might leave that one by itself.
Now #2 is a little more
difficult; some of you might leave it by itself and some of you
might put it in the same stack as //I and //3.

Are there any questions?

(pause)

130

"'^^'^

together.

any questions'''''

behaviors you think go

''''''

you have

(wait until all students have
completed the task)
(pass out the sheet for listing the
items in each
stack to each student)

^^^^
'° indicate the items in each stack.
This
1. how
hn/^^^
xs
thxs T""]^
is done.
Take any of the stacks, it doesn't
matter
''^'^ ^^^^
category A on the top line. Using
t^e number
the
the upper left corner of each card,
list the item
numbers in category A. Then take the
second stack, which becomes
category B and list the item numbers in
that stack.
Continue this
until all 26 items have been listed in
the categories.
Remember
that stacks of one are also listed
one item number for each

n,T'

m

—

category.

For example, if you had sorted items like this:
(print on chalkboard)
12, 15, 3, 9, 21

A,

10

7

6

you would list these on the sheet like this:
(print on chalkboard)

Category

Item Number (s)

A

12,

B

4,

C

10

D

6

15,

3,

9,

21

7

Be sure you have 26 numbers listed.

Okay, go ahead and list your items,

(wait until all students have completed the task; about 20 minutes)

That completes the first task.
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^22£JL__

J

K

L

M
N

Itemj5umber(s)
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APPENDIX B
Student General Rating Scale
and

Directions for the Administration of the
Student General Rating Scale

133
STUDENT GENERAL RATING SCALE
Almost
Never Sometimes
A teacher

.

.

.

1.

gives hints when students don't answer a
question correctly

2.

reviews material that was covered the day
before

3.

asks students to think of different ways
of solving problems

4.

allows students to disagree with him or
her as to whether something is good
or bad

5.

explains why things are as they are

6.

tells students at the beginning of each
class what they are suppose to learn

7.

seems to be prepared for each class

8.

relates what students have just learned
to real life situations

9.

asks students to compare ideas or methods
learned in class

10.

wants students to memorize only important
facts or procedures

11.

uses lots of examples when explaining new
material

12.

'^ives

13.

goes through a method step by step when
teaching the method to students

14.

introduces a topic in a way that makes
students curious about the new material

15.

reviews major points of a topic that
was just covered

16.

uses drawings, graphs, sketches, pictures,
or films when presenting new material

17.

makes sure students imdi-rst.tnd nil the
parts of an idea when students are trying
to understand the whole idea

students lots of chances to solve
problems using methods learned in class

18.

covers material at about the right speed

19.

expresses pleasure when students give
a correct answer

20.

explains why wrong answers are wrong

21.

questions students about the reading
material

22.

asks questions that really make students
think

23.

relates topics in
in other courses

24.

says things very clearly

25.

tells students exactly what is expected
in their homework assignments

26.

is

a

course with topics

enthusiastic about a course

Often

Almost
Alwavs
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Directions for the Administration of
the
Student General Rating Scale
(pass the rating scale to each student)

Say to the students:

Now I would like you to do a different kind of
task.
This
sheet lists the same 26 descriptions of
teaching behaviors you
just sorted. This time I want you to indicate
how often you
think teachers generally do these things. The
choices are "almost
never,
sometimes," "often," and "almost always." On each
item,
just put an "X", a check mark, or any other mark,
to indicate your
rating.
Don't think of any particular teacher.

Just think of

teachers generally and only those teachers who teach the
major
academic subjects
.

Are there any questions?
Go ahead and begin.
If you have a question, just raise
your hand and I'll come over to help you.
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APPENDIX

C

Student Rating Scale
and

Directions for the Administration of the
Student Rating Scale

F
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CDCD CDCD CD
r-!~irT-> i—rir-!~i (—i-^

CD CD
CD CD

CD CD
CDCD

r-i~i(—ri i—rir-r-K

STUDENT RATING SCAI
The purpose of this quesciormaire is to learn about your view
of
your teacher and how he or she works with you in this
class.
For
each statement below, fill in the oval that indicates
how often your
teacher does what the statement describes.
Please answer all items
and BE HONEST.
JJo one besides you will be able to
tell whlt~"marks"
you gave your teacher.
The results of this survey cannot be used
against him or her.
So we ask you again to please BE HONEST.

—

r-i

RESPONSE CATEGORIES

rrii—Ti rTir-rir-Q
1

-

almost never,

2

> sometimes,

3

> often,

4 -

almost always

THE TEACHES IN THIS CLASS:
1.

gives hints when we don't answer

2.

reviews material that was covered the day before.

3.

asks us to think of different ways of solving problems.

i.

allows me to disagree with him or her as to whether

5.

asks leading questions to help us come up with correct answers.

6.

e.-cplains

7.

tells us at the beginning of each class
what we are supposed to learn.

3.

Seems CO be prepared for each class.

9.

relates what we have just learned to real life situations.

lonechinff

is

a <!uestion

correctly.

o a> cccsqKm^^Bn

20od or bad.

why things are as chey are.

_

1

LO.

asks us to compare ideas or methods learned in class.

LI.

tries to get us to explain why something is good or bad.

12.

wants ne co memorize onl_y important facts or procedures.

13.

uses lots of examples when explaining new material.

L4.

writes comments on my written work.

L5.

gives us lots of chances to solve problems
using methods we learned in class.
goes through a method step by step
when teaching the method to us.
introduces a topic in a way that makes
me curious about the new material.

c X cT a>ii>9!<(B;<TO

L8.

reviews major points of a topic that was just covered.

oxxxaxwRBimoe

L9.

uses drawings, graphs, sketches, pictures,
or films when presenting new material.

O

—

L6.

L7

.

10.

refers back to material that was covered weeks ago.

11.

makes sure we understand all the parts of an idea
when we are trying to understand the whole idea.

22.

covers material ac about the right speed.

23.

has a student repeat important answers and facts given in class.

CODE

01.

TYPE

1-9-a

O

O

C2>

<I)

CX C3>^^_IS'C^3KIP

<I)

(UJSVtKZUJ^fH^

(S

O i»JSC5<SX»

o (TKD cs.<s^flBa^sB!»
03 (B <33

(SWmSfKOI

I

<^ CD CD CD CD
CDCD CD OD CD

Please remember co answer all
Itema and BE HONEST.
RESPONSE CATEGORIES

(^DCDCDCDOS

1 -

almost never,

2 - sometimes.

3

- often,

4 -

almost always

t3DCDCDn~»-ri

CDC^^)CPf-i—

THE TEACHER IN THIS CLASS:
24.

expresses pleasure when

25.

explains why wrong answers are wrong.

O (D

questions us about the reading material.

O CD ^

126.

give a correct answer.

questions that really make me

27.

asics

28.

relates copies in this course with topics in other
courses.

29.

gives tests that cover only topics we are expected to

<X> CD

Cp^k^QJIX^

t^SnO CMP

think..

le

O 2) a) (S <3MB«a}3K

says things very clearly.

'30.

.

I

tells us exactly what is expected in our homework assignments.

31.

0 3^cn)CTJOTiEc&

(For items f/32-);37, mark your answer according to the following
1

strongly disagree.

-

2

-

disagree.

3

- agree.

4

-

strongly agree).

433>i9SKa<iKavx'

THE TEACHER IN THIS CLASS:
enthusiastic about this course.

32.

is

33.

is very friendly with the students.

36.

thinks

35.

makes this course very interesting.

am able to do well in this course.

I

36.

motivates me co learn more on mv own.

37.

is an excellent teacher.

38.

The grade

I

(1 - A.

- B.

39.

CODE

My

99

= X X X CXSXZRIKXl

2

will probably get in this course is
3

C,

4 - D,

5

- F).

ethnic background is
(1-Anglo. 2-Black, 3"Mexic an -American,
4-Amerlcan- Indian. 5-Orlental. 6-Other).

O (E CD 35 CD (Ti3>aS«S

.
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1.

DIRECTIONS FOR IHE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE STODENT RATING SCALE
Wiile attendance is being taken
by the teacner, write ^he 2^iait rn
^
number assigned to the teacher
on the

chalkbo^d

^*

^^^"^ '^^,^^3=^^'^ leaves the classroom, distribute the questionnaire
and pencils and say:

YOU ARE GETTING
IS CALLED A STUDENT RATING.
YOU WILL BE GIVING MARKS ON YOUR TEACHER'S PERFORMANCE.
THIS SHOULDN'T TAKE VERX D3NG TO FINISH UP
ONLY ABOUT
20 TO 25 MINUTES.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN, NOTICE THE SECTION
OF OVALS IN THE
UPPER LEFT PART OF THE FRCWT PAGE (point to the area
while explaining this sectxcn)
DIRECTLY BENEATH THESE
OVALS, WRITE TOESE NUMBERS IN THE FIRST TOO BOXES. (Point
to the ID number on the
chalkboard.)
.

IN THE THIRD BOX, PUT THE PERIOD NIWBER OF
THIS CLASS.
(Verify which period it is.)

IN THE FOURTH BOX, POT THE NUMBER OF QUARTERS
YOU HAD THIS
TEACHER THIS YEAR, INCLUDING THIS QUARTER.
(pause)

NCW FILL IN THE OVAL IN EACH COLUMN THAT
CORRESPONDS WITH
EACH NLMBER IN THE BOXES.
Move aixjut the class making spot checks to see
if students are
following instructions. Wien they have conpleted filling in i-hese
ovals, then proceed.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS TO FIND OOT HOW YOUR
TEACHER WDRKS WITH YOU IN THIS CLASS. EACH ITEM REQUIRES
THAT YOU TRY AND REMEMBER HOW OFTEN YOUR TEACHER DOES WHAT
THE SENTENCE DESCRIBES. THERE ARE FOUR RESPONSES TO CHOOSE
FROM. AFTER I READ EACH SENTENCE ALOUD, YOU ARE TO FILL
IN THE OVAL THAT REPRESENTS YOUR CHOICE. THE OVALS AND THE
RESPONSES THEY REPRESENT ARE AS FOLLOWS: 1 REPRESENTS "AI^T
NEVER," 2 REPRESENTS "SOMETIMES," 3 REPRESENTS "OFTEN," AND
4 REPRESENTS "ALMOST AIWAYS."

THESE RESPONSE CATEGORIES ARE LISTED HERE ON YOUR
QUESTIONNAIRE (point to the RESPONSE CATEGORY section)

FOR EXAMPLE, LOOK AT THE FIRST ITEM (Read the item aloud
don't forget to read the phrase "THE TEACHER IN THIS
CLASS") . NOW, WHEN YOU THINK BACK OVER THE ENTIRE YEAR,
YOU MIOH" THINK THAT YOUR TEACHER DID THIS AD10ST ALL THE
TIME; SO, YOU WOULD FILL IN THE #4 OVAL.
IF YOU DON'T
RECALL YOUR TEACHER DOING THIS, THEN YOU WOULD FILL IN THE

—

#1 OVAL.

,

Sfin?^
using any

ANY QUESTIONS?

(If necessary, give a similar example
otner item statement on
the front page.)

iraTOFUL-^ ONE WILL BE
ABE:'^TO^S^?v°vm^^S^^™^
IDENTIFY YOU FROM THIS SURVEY,
ALSO DON'T RP rnMnroKnm
rtoui iu

^^"^^
^Ki^^p'^^i^;
^"^^^

S

^

S!)N?f

«^ SS:RS^So?°SE^usL'?S'ff

BE VERY HONEST AND

•

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
AS WE GO ALONG, BE SURE TO ASK THEM.

ALL RIGHT.

LET'S START.

^''^

*^

tir^etc!"

seconds, tnen read item

Wien you come to item
#32, say:

NOW ITEMS #32 TO #37 ARE A LITTLE DIFFERENT.
HERE, I WOULD
LIKE YOU TO MARK HOW MUCH YOU AGREE
OR DISAGREE WITH EACH
^^'^
LINE SAYS (point to the line)
M^!!^?"1 MEANS STRONGLY DISAGREE, 2 MEANS DISAGREE,
3 MEANS AGREE,
AND 4 MEANS STRONGLY AGREE. ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?
(Answer questions where necessary.)

f

ALL RIOfT.

^

™

LET'S CCNTINUE.

Continue reading items aloud.

When you come to item #38, say:

NCW ON ITEM #38, MARK THE OVAL THAT REPRESENTS THE GRADE YOU
THINK YOU'LL MAKE IN THIS CLASS THIS QUARTER. AS THE
ITEM
SAYS, 1 MEANS A GRADE OF "A", 2 MEANS A GRADE OF "B", 3 MEANS
"C", 4 MEANS "D" AND 5 MEANS "F".
(pause)

FINALLY, ON ITEM #39 MARK THE NUMBER THAT REPRESENTS YOUR
PREDOMINANT RACE. 1 MEANS "WHITE," 2 MEANS "BLACK," 3 MEANS
"MEXICAN-AMERICAN," 4 "AMERICAN-INDIAN," 5 "ORIENTAL," AND
6 FOR ANY OTHER RACE.

CHECK BOTH SIDES OF THE SHEET TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE
MARKED ONLY CNE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM AND THAT YOU ANSWERED
ALL ITEMS.
(pause)

NOW PLEASE PASS THE QUESTIONNAIRES FORWARD
Collect all Student rating forms.
DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS ABOUT THIS STUDENT RATING SCALE?
Record comments.

IHANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

APPENDIX D
Observation Rating Scale for
Secondary Teachers
and

Descriptions for Observation Rating Scale
for Secondary Teachers
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APPENDIX E
Item Correspondence between Student and
Observer Rating Instruments

*
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-ne Items to be used
in the study.)

Stuaent Rating item

Observer Rating item

IHE TEACHER IN THIS CLASS:

Ihe teacher:

gives hints when we don't
answer
a question correctly.*

17.

reviews material that was covered
the day before.*

25.

asks us to think of different
ways of solving problems.*

4.

allows me to disagree with him

or her as to whether
something
is good or bad.*
5.

6.

7.

»-hey

tells us at the beginning of
each
class what we are supposed to
learn

28.

seems to be prepared for each
class.*

allows the students to disagree
with him/her.

(somewnat related to #17 aoove)

14.

explains the "why" of answers
or ideas.

22.

.

8.

(identical)

asks students to think of different
ways of solving problems (i.e.,
problems in a very general
sense).

asks leading questions to help
us come up with correct answers.

explains whj^ things are as
are.*

gives hints when students
answer
a question incorrectly.

8.

tells the students at the beginning
of class what they are supposed
to
learn.

focuses on the subject oatter.

11.

presents information in a logical
sequence.

12.

is knowledgeable of the subjectmatter.

(Ihese items are connoted by
the term "prepared.")

relates what we have just learned
to real life situations.*

18.

relates what is being studied
to real life situations.

10.

asks us to conpare ideas or
methods learned in class.*

23.

asks students to compare ideas
or methods learned in class.

11.

tries to get us to explain why
something is good or bad.

29.

generates group discussion
among students.

9.

)

.
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39.

encourages student's
participation.
(These items are only
somewhat

related.
12. wants me to

13.

memorize only important facts or prociaures.*

6.

encourages (may be implied)
students to memorize important
facts or procedures.

uses lots of exairples when
explaining new material.*

1.

uses exanples when explaining
material.

14. writes conments on my

(no

written work.
15. gives us lots of cnances to

solve problems using methods
we learned in class.*
16. goes through a method step by

step when teaching the method
to us.*

17.

18.

introduces a topic in a way
that makes me curious about the
new material.*

reviews major points of a topic
that was just covered.*

19. uses drawings, graphs, sketches,

pictures, or films when presenting new material.*

24.

gives students many opportunities
to solve problems using methods
they learned in class.

20.

goes through a method step by
step when teaching the method
to students.

2.

stimulates the students' interest
or curiosity in his/her introduction of material.

3.

reviews major points of a topic
that was just covered (at the end
of the session)

5.

uses other visual aids (e.g.,
drawings, sketches, graphs,
pictures, or films).

20. refers back to material that was

(no

covered weeks ago.
'Bl.

22.

makes sure we understand all tne
parts of an idea when we are
trying to understand the whole
idea.*

covers iraterial at about the
right speed.*

conparable item)

21.

19.

23. has a student repeat iitportant
answers and facts given in

conparable item)

makes sure that the students learn
parts of an idea when they are
learning the wnole idea.

(identical)

(no

conparable item)

class.
24. expresses pleasure when I give

a correct answer.*

44.

gives praise or conpliments to
students when they give correct
answers.

*

)

)
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25. explains

26.

wh^ wrong answers

are wrong.*

15.

questions us about the readinq
material.*

32.

questions students acout the
reading material.

16.

asks the students stimulating
questions.

27. asks questions that really
make

me think.*
28. relates topics in this course

witn topics in other courses.*

30.

(identical)

(identical)

29. gives tests that cover only

topics we are expected to learn.
30. says things very clearly.*

(no

10.
9.

31.

32.

speaks clearly
uses correct Standard English.
(This item is only somewhat
related.

tells us exactly what is expected in our nomework assignments.*

31.

describes clearly what is expected
in homework assignments.

is enthusiastic about this

35.

is enthusiastic.

40.

is helpful.

41.

has a sense of humor.

43.

shows warmth.

course.
33.

conparable item)

is very friendly witn the
students.

(These items describe connotations
of "friendly.")
34.

thinks I am able to do well
in this course.

34.

is inpartial.

36.

is understanding.

42.

shows respect for the student.
(Ihese items describe remote

connotations of tne student
rating item.
35.

makes this course very interest-

(somewhat related to #2 and #16
above)

ing.
36. motivates me to learn more

(no

conparable item)

on my own.
37.

is an excellent teacher.

46.

Ihe overall rating of the
teacher
(1 = poor; 2 = satisfactory;
3 = good; 4 = excellent)
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Otner items on the observer
ratina scale t-h;,*tating
that do not appear on tne
student
rating scale are as follows:

4.

13.

maKes use of the chalkboard
or flipchart.
individualizes instruction (diagnostic/brescriptive
^^c^ip^ive
approach with individual students)
.

26.

has students work on assignments in class.

27.

provides opportunities for disagreemsnt.

37.

nas control of the classroom.

38.

shows confidence in teaching.

45.

classroom environment is conducive to learning.

A single average observer

rating will be conputed across

#11, and #12 which will correspond to the #8 student rating.

itens

#8,

